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The effects of  the electromagnetically induced transparency and dispersion of a A-type three-level atomic system 
are experimentally measured with a MpOUr cell of  Cs atoms. The steep dispersjon at low absorption is observed. . 
Thus a small group velocity for the probe beam is inferred &om the measured dispersion curve. 
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Recently, the storage of light in atomic media 
has attracted much interest for its potential applica- 
tions in quantum information processing.[ll The phys- 
ical mechanism is the atomic coherence(2] between 
atomic states established in three-level Lambda-type 
or ladder-type systems by coupling a strong light field 
to the transition between the upper state and one of 
the lower states while the probe light field is tuned to 
the transitions between two lower states. In s coher- 
ence electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) 
medium, a weak probe field at the resonant frequency 
can propagate with less dissipation and a substantially 
reduced group Since the light group veloc- 
ity is very slow in the EIT medium, it can be trapped 
and stored in the atomic coherence and later be con- 
verted back into the light. In addition to the inter- 
est in quantum information science, the effects of EIT 
have been extensively applied in nonlinear 0 ~ t i c s , [ ~ ~ ~ 1  
highly sensitive magnetometers16] and in reducing the 
line width of a cavity.['] 

Compared to normal optical materials, the EIT 
media have some advantages. When the refractive 
index is increased and the light velocity is reduced, 
the medium still keeps the optical transparency. The 
EIT effect with continuous wave (cw) has been car- 
ried out in different atomic systems.[8-'0] Apart from 
the absorption reduction, the group velocity reduc- 
tion due to the rapid variation of the refractive index 
at the resonant transition via EIT was 
and a number of experiments have also been reported 
for accomplishing the light speed reduction via the 
EIT effect. Early direct measurements of light pulse 
transmission in a coherently prepared Rb media have 
shown a pulse velocity as slow as ~/165, [ '~]  and the 
measurements of steep dispersion of cw light trans- 
mission in Rb and Cs atomic vapours indicated the 
group velocity reduction of c/13.2 and c/3000.~'~*'~] 

An extremely slow light group velocity of 17m/s was 
demonstrated in an ultracold atomic sample.('g] Re- 
cent theoretical analyses and experiments show that' 
very slow group velocity of light with the same order . 
obtained in the ultracold atoms can be observed using 
heated and room temperature vapour cells with buffer 
gas or with anti-relaxation wall coating at a proper 
atomic density and optical Most uf the 
experimental works on EIT have been performed with 
Rb atoms. Although for a long time similar effects 
have been expected in Cs vapour, experiments on it 
have been rare, since the Doppler broadenir.~ ': u i ~  

30 times larger than the natural linewidth, which is 
' 

comparable to the spacing of different fine structure 
in the D2 line. For a A-type system within the cesium . . 
Dz line, the large spacing of two lower hyperfine pitates " 

(9.2GHz) gives the large residual Doppler width of 
the two-photon transition, which is disadvantageous 
for the EIT effect. The above-mentioned characteris- 
tics increased the experimental difficulty in Cs vapour 
with respect to that in Rb atoms. In this lejter, we 
present the results of our studies on the electromagnet- 
ically induced transparency in the cesium vapour cell. 
The simultaneous measurement of absorption and dis- 
persion properties of the EIT medium show that the 
group velocity of the probe light is reduced to c/418 
and at the same time the transmission is increased .: 
60% (c is the velocity of light in vacuum). 

The atomic level used in this experiment is the 
A-type level configuration within the Dz lines of ce- ' 

sium atoms ('33Cs)(Fig. 1). A strong laser ~ ~ g i ~ t ,  .;. llod . 
the coupling laser, is locked to the transition between 
6SlI2, F = 4 and 6P312, F' = 4, while a. weak 
probe laser is scanned across the transitions, f' = 3 
(6Sllz)-+ F' = 4(6P312). It has been demonstrated 
that when the medium interacts simultaneously with 
both coupling and probe laser tuned at its resonance 
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Abstract 

We propose a new and simpIe semiclassical model to analyze sub-Poissonian light in high-impedance, constant-current-driven 
semiconductor light emitters, and obtain some new and interesting results. Our study shows that the model gives a simple and 
distinct physical picture to explain the suppression mechanism of intensity noise in high-impedance-driven semiconductor light 
emitters. O 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights resewed. 

PACS: 42.50.D~; 42.50.Ar; 42.50.L~ 

1. Introduction 

Sub-Poissonian light (i.e., amplitude-squeezedlight) 
are of great fundamental and practical interest, which 
can be widely applied in precision measurements [I], 
optical communication [2], quantum optical tap (or 
repeater) [3,4] and generation of non-classical array 
light [5-71, laser Doppler anemometry [8], and so on. 

There are four main methods to generate sub- 
Poissonian light [9], but high-impedance, constant- 
current (HICC) driven semiconductor light emitters, 
including light-emitting diodes (LED) and laser diodes 
(LD), is the simplest and most successful one, which 

Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: jpyin@suda,edu.cn (1. Yin). 

was first proposed and demonstrated by Yarnamoto's 
group [10,11], and has been widely studied, both the- 
oretically [10,12-171 and experimentally [I 1,18-221. 
Nearly all of experimental results [l  1,18-221 can be 
explained well by the corresponding quantum the- 
ory [lo, 12-14], or semiclassical theory [15,16], even 
classical theory [17]. However, the treatments for 
quantum-noise squeeze and correlation mechanisms 
in quantum theory are rather complicated and overe- 
laborate (tedious), whereas the physical picture for 
the description of quantum-noise correlation and sup- 
pression in semiclassical or classical theory are not 
too clear and not audio-visual, and no any theory 
to date has given a simple and analytical expres- 
sion to directly describe the relationship between the 
Fano factor F, or the squeezing S of amplitude noise 
and the series-coupled source resistance R (i.e., self- 

0375-96011011$ - see front matter O 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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We measure the Kerr-nonlinear index of refraction of a three-level A-type atomic system inside an 
optical ring cavity. The Kerr nonlinearity is modified and greatly enhanced near atomic resonant con- 
ditions for both probe and coupling beams. The Kerr nonlinear coefficient n2 changes sign when the 
coupling beam frequency detuning switches sign, which can lead to interesting applications in optical 
devices such as all-optical switches. 
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One of the intriguing aspects of atomic coherence in 
multilevel atomic systems is its ability to enhance the 
efficiencies of nonlinear optical processes. The atomic 
coherence induced by coupling and probe laser beams can 
reduce the resonant absorption of the probe beam through 
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [I-31 and 
enhance the resonant nonlinear interaction strength in mul- 
tilevel atomic systems. Furthermore, the steep dispersion 
slope [4] in such EIT systems can significantly reduce 
the group velocity of probe pulses [4,5] and, therefore, 
greatly increase the effective interaction length of a probe 
pulse with the atomic medium, which makes it possible 
to perform nonlinear optical processes with very low light 
intensities [6-81. In the past few years, several experi- 
mental demonstrations of enhancing nonlinear optical pro- 
cesses (such as optical harmonic generation [9], frequency 
conversion [lo], and near-degenerate four-wave mixing 
[l  1,121) were reported in multilevel atomic systems. Also, 
EIT-induced beam focusing [13] and elimination of optical 
self-focusing by atomic coherence [14] were observed in 
three-level atomic systems. Although these enhanced non- 
linear processes can be experimentally demonstrated by 
observing the generated nonlinear optical signals, it is still 
a difficult task to directly measure the nonlinear coeffi- 
cients associated with these nonlinear processes because 
of the existence of the linear absorption and dispersion ef- 
fects. A large Kerr-nonlinear index of refraction is particu- 
larly interesting in multilevel atomic systems, since it can 
be used for many interesting applications, such as cross- 
phase modulation for optical shutters, self-phase modula- 
tion for generating optical solitons, four-wave mixing 
processes for frequency conversion, and entangled states 
for quantum information processing [6-81. Direct mea- 
surement of the Kerr-nonlinear coefficient will greatly help 
us to understand and to optimize the nonlinear optical 
processes in these multilevel atomic systems, to make 

A-type 8 7 ~ b  atomic system, as used in Ref. [15], with 
F = 1 (state 11)) and F = 2 (state 13)) states of as 
the two lower states and F' = 2 (state 12)) of 5P112 as the 
upper state. The coupling laser beam (with frequency w, 
and Rabi frequency a , )  couples states 13) and (2) while 
the probe laser beam (with frequency w, and Rabi fre- 
quency a , )  interacts with states 11) and 12). The coupling 
frequency detuning is defined as A, = w, - W23 and the 
probe frequency detuning as A, = w, - ~ 1 2 .  With a 
relatively strong coupling beam, e.g., a, >> a , ,  most 
atoms will be optically pumped into the ground level I I). 
To calculate the nonlinear susceptibility for the probe 
beam, we keep the probe intensity to higher (third) order 
and derive the following expression for the susceptibility 
between states 11) and 12) as 

with F = y - iA, + (lac12/4)/[y31 - i(Ap - A,)]. 
y = (y21 + 723  + y31)/2; 721  and 723 are the spontane- 
ous decay rates of the excited state 12) to the ground states 
11) and )3), respectively; 731 is the nonradiative decay rate 
between two ground states. N is the atomic density in the 
cell and p 2 1  is the dipole matrix element between states 
11) and 12). The first term in Eq. (1) is the linear suscepti- 
bility as given in Ref. [3], the second term is the contribu- 
tion to linear susceptibility from the higher-order density 
matrix element, and the third term is the third-order (or 
Kerr-like) nonlinearity due to the finite probe intensity as 
defined by x = x(') + 3X(3))~,12 and is modified by 
atomic coherence. E, = -flpfi/p21 is the probe field 
amplitude. The Kerr nonlinear index of refraction n;! is 
defined by 

1 27r2 direct comparison with theoretical predictions, and to find 
n2 - ReX(3) more practical applications of this Kerr-like nonlinearity. no c 

In this Letter, we report an experimental demonstration 
1 F + F* of how this Ken-nonlinear coefficient n;! in a three-level = R e  - 

atomic system can be directly measured by using an opti- [ i47r1n:$2114 (27 + yZI) 

cal ring cavity through enhanced nonlinear phase shift and where no is the linear index of refraction. For atoms in 
suppressed linear effects. We consider a typical three-level a vapor cell, one can take into account the higher-order 
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We study a composite system consisting of N thrcc-level A-typc atoms and a degenerate optical parametric 
osc~llator (DOPO). The standard DOPO threshold is modified by the presence of the three-level atoms. Bista- 
b~lity (in thc intracavity field intensity versus pumping intensity for the DOPO) appcars for certain atomic 
detunings and coupling field strengths between the intracavity field and one of the atomic transitions. The 
effccts of thc coupllng ficld (for thc auxiliary transition in the threc-level atom~c systcm) arc discusscd. The 
suscept~b~lity of the three-level atoms is calculated for the lower and upper branches of the bistable curve. Both 
analytical (for ccrtain special cases) and numcrical (for more general cases) results are prescntcd. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years, atomic coherence effects in multi- 
level atomic systems, such as electromagnetically induced 
transparency (EIT) [I ,2] and gain without inversion (GWI) 
[3-61, have attracted great attention. Absorption and disper- 
sion properties of near ideal three-level atomic systems in 
different configurations (A-type, ladder-type, and V-type) in- 
teracting with continuous wave (CW) diode lasers were stud- 
ied both theoretically and experimentally [2,7,8]. Due to the 
atomic coherence effect, the absorption and dispersioil prop- 
erties of the weak probe field coupling to one of the atomic 
transitions can be controlled by the coupling field interacting 
with the other atomic transition. When the three-level atoms 
are placed inside an optical cavity, many interesting effects, 
such as optical bistability, frequency pulling, and cavity line- 
width narrowing, can exist in the steady state and be con- 
trolled by the coupling field [9-1 I]. It has also been pre- 
dicted that quantum noise in one quadrature of the output 
field may be suppressed in the system with three-level atoms 
inside an optical cavity r121. - -  - 

A composite system consisting of a degenerate optical 
parametric oscillator (DOPO) [I31 with N two-level atoms 
has been studied previously [14]. Optical bistability with in- 
teresting features at steady states is predicted and studied in 
detail. Due to the special properties of this composite system, 
i.e., the mean intensity of the lower branch of the bistability 
curve is always zero, one can analytically calculate the spec- 
tra of squeezing and the amount of intracavity squeezing 
[15,16]. It is predicted that the DOPO intracavity squeezing 
can be enhanced by the presence of the two-level atoms. 

In this paper, we will study the composite system consist- 
ing of the DOPO and N A-type three-level atoms. Due to the 
EIT effect, when the intracavity field (or subharmonic field 
of the DOPO) is on resonance with the probe transition of 
the three-level atoms (which is coupled by a strong resonant 
coupling field at another transition), the atom will not inter- 
act with the cavity field. The maximum interaction occurs 
when the frequency of the cavity field is tuned to the dressed 
transition states due to the coupling field [17]. Steady-state 
behaviors, such as bistability of the intracavity field versus 
external pumping field for the DOPO and bistability of int- 
racavity field versus the strong atomic coupling field, are 
studied. Due to the modified absorption and dispersion prop- 

erties in the three-level atomic system, we explore the ab- 
sorption and dispersion properties along the upper branch 
and lower branch of the bistable curve, respectively. Other 
than characterizing the bistable behaviors and conditions to 
realize such behaviors, we pay special attention to the con- 
trolling of such bistable behavior with the coupling field. The 
optical parametric process in this con~posite system makes 
different, interesting effects, such as zero mean-field inten- 
sity at the lower branch of the bistable curve and modifica- 
tion of threshold behaviors, which do not exist in previously 
studied systems with three-level atoms inside an optical cav- 
ity [9- 121. 

The paper is organized in the following way. Section I1 
establishes the model and presents the basic equations for 
this composite system. Section I11 gives the analytical (for 
the case of a special detuning) and nun~erical (in general) 
calculations for the bistability as functions of various param- 
eters. At the end of this section, wc briefly look at the ab- 
sorption and dispersion properties of the bistable curve. Sec- 
tion IV serves as a condlusion. 

11. HAMILTONIAN AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

We consider a composite system consisting of a set of N 
three-level atoms and a nonlinear crystal inside an optical 
cavity. The atoms have two lower states 11) and )3), and an 
excited state 12) (such a three-level atomic system is usually 
referred to as a A-type system), as illustrated in Fig. 1. With 
small modifications, the following treatment can easily apply 

FIG. 1. Energy schematic for a three-level system inside an 
optical cavity with a nonlinear crystal. )2)+(1) is the lasing fre- 
quency. 
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New spectral featurcs in ari inhomogeneously broadened N-typc four-level atomic system are analyzed and 
discussed. The atomic-level scheme uses an incoherent pumping rate in place of the incohercnt recycling 
pump. We show that the gain profile includes an extra dip that appears only in the Doppler-broadened case. 
The dependence of this feature on various parameters, as well as consequences for the dispersion, are explored 
theoretically. For certain combinations of temperature and incoherent pump rate, tliis gain is shown to be 
independent of temperature fluctuations. O 2000 Optical Society of America [S0740-3224(00)01602-71 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Quite a lot of work has been done in the past ten years or 
so related to atomic coherences. Two phenomena in par- 
ticular have received a substantial amount of attention. 
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) has been 
observed in a number of atomic systems, including 
strontium' and r ~ b i d i u m . ' , ~  Each of the cited papers in- 
cludes the effects of Doppler broadening, which play an 
important role in our results. The other coherence effect 
that  has  been intensively studied recently is gain without 
inversion (GWI) and its companion, lasing without 
i n ~ e r s i o n . ~ - ~  Experiments in lasing without inversion 
have been conducted in the ~ o ~ ~ l e r - b r o a d e n e d 7  and 
nonbroadened8 regimes, in both ~ o d i u m ~ . ~  and r ~ b i d i u m . ~  
In addition to gain considerations, the dispersion proper- 
ties of a medium exhibiting GWI have also been studied.'' 
There are, in addition, several review papers11~'2 avail- 
able that  cover much of the  early work in this field. 

Several groups have undertaken the task of construct- 
ing theoretical results tha t  specifically model the effects 
of Doppler broadening on gain both in two-level systems 
with atomic recoilJ3 and in four-level GWI'*-" arrange- 
ments. We have also chosen to study the coherence ef- 
fects of a four-level system; however, our theory differs 
from previous ones in several respects, particularly the 
specific level scheme and the incoherent pumping mecha- 
nism. For our system we have found the existence of 
novel spectral features, such as  the appearance of a n  ex- 
t ra  dip in the gain peak, which is caused by a coupling- 
field-induced saturation phenomenon that  is effectively 
the same a s  spectral hole burning. The system also ex- 
hibits a n  independence of gain on the density of the me- 
dium for certain combinations of parameters. In this pa- 
per we theoretically investigate these phenomena by a 
semiclassical model using the density-matrix equations, 
eventually deriving expressions for the absorption coeffi- 
cient and dispersion. These a r e  then solved numerically 
to generate our results. 

Although the  gain processes discussed in this paper are 

not exclusively limited to inversionless systems, we have 
chosen to introduce them in this manner because of the 
contemporary relevance of steady-state GWI. When we 
present the results of our analysis later in the paper, our 
examples will primarily occur in the case of positive in- 
version. The reason we chose this region is because the 
gain is larger in this area and is therefore easier to com- 
pare visually in our plots. The same spectral features, 
however, also appear in the GWI region. 

In Section 2 we discuss the atomic structure of our sys- 
tem, the effective pump model, the lasers, and the math- 
ematical formulation of our theory. In Section 3 we 
present our numerical results for gain and dispersion for 
a variety of parameter dependencies. and Section 4 gives 
conclusions and a discussion of the physical nature and 
implications of our results. 

2. PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS 
I n  this paper we analyze a n  N-type four-level system with 
inhomogeneous broadening that  has  some interesting 
spectral features that  are  not present. to our knowledge, 
in other systems. This model is also attractive owing 
to its experimental accessibility and its relation to certain 
recent publications on EIT'.~ and lasing-without- 
i n v e r s i ~ n ~ ? ' ~  systems. Inspection of Fig. 1 (a) reveals tha t  
it is identical to the familiar EIT A system,' except for the 
presence of the extra level 14). We drive the 13)-12) tran- 
sition (frequency q 3 )  with a strong coupling field of Rabi 
frequency i2, = -pZ3Ec/fi, and frequency w,. Similarly, 
the (1)-12) transition (frequency oz,) is coupled by a weak 
probe ("weak will be qualified in the theory section) of 
Rabi frequency IZp = -pZIEplfi and frequency w,,. E,, 
and E, are the field amplitudes of the probe and coupling 
fields, respectively, and p 2 3  and pzl are the dipole nlo- 
ments of the two transitions. Furthermore, we allow for 
detuning of the lasers from atomic resonance with the pa- 
rameters A, = -w, + 0 2 3  and Ap = wp - 0'1. The 
spontaneous decay rate from level (4 to level I J )  is  given 

O 2000 Optical Society of America 
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Abstract. We study the effects of atomic detuning in a composite system consisting of a 
degenerate optical parametric oscillator and a set of N homogeneously broadened two-level 
atoms. The stability regions and the optical spectra of this composite system are investigated 
as a function of atomic detuning and other parameters. Near the lower turning point of the 
bistable curve, the unsqueezed field quadrature couples into the squeezed field quadrature 
through the atomic detuning. 
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1. Introduction 

Squeezed states in a degenerate optical parametric oscillator 
(DOPO) and an absorptive optical bistability (AOB) system 
have been studied extensively both theoretically and 
experimentally [l-31. A composite system combining these 
two systems (i.e., N two-level atoms inside a DOPO cavity) 
has also been studied theoretically [4-61. Steady-state 
behaviours (i.e., optical bistability) [4], optical spectra [5] 
and total intracavity squeezing [6] were calculated under 
the condition of resonance between the atomic transition 
frequency and the frequency of the sub-harmonic intracavity 
field. Optical bistability exists in both good- and bad-cavity 
limits of this composite system. An interesting feature in 
the bistability of this composite system is that the lower 
branch of the bistable curve always has a zero steady-state 
intensity, as in the case of a DOPO below threshold. This 
property allows us to use the Schwinger representation [5,7] 
for the fields and atomic variables in the entire lower branch 
of the bistable curve and to write down a set of coupled 
linear operator equations for the field operators and atomic 
polarization operators. By transforming both the field 
and atomic operators into selected quadratures, we found 
that, at atomic resonance, these operator equations separate 
into two independent pairs of equations. The squeezed 
field quadrature of the DOPO couples to only one atomic 
quadrature, and the unsqueezed quadrature of the DOPO 
couples to the other atomic quadrature. This decoupling 
between the squeezed field quadrature and unsqueezed field 
quadrature gives us a clear picture of the underlying physics 

of how the squeezed and unsqueezed field quadratures of the 

DOPO affect the atomic dynamics. Also, the decoupling 
of equations at atomic resonance allows us to obtain simple 
analytical expressions for the optical spectra with arbitrary 
cavity linewidth and coupling strength between the atoms and 
the cavity field. 

In this paper, we consider the influences of the 
atomic detuning on the steady-state behaviours, the stability 
boundaries and the optical spectra of this composite system. 
Due to the coupling between the squeezed and unsqueezed 
quadratures of the field for finite detuning, the squeezed 
spectra are altered by the unsqueezed field quadrature. This 
influence is only evident near the lower turning point of the 
bistable curve, where the field intensity of the unsqueezed 
quadrature becomes very large. At the good-cavity limit (i.e., 
the atomic decay rate is much larger than the cavity decay 
rate) the system is stable all the way up to the turning point 
of the lower branch, and the increase in the detuning only 
produces changes in the structure of the spectra. However, 
in the bad-cavity limit, the system becomes unstable before 
it reaches the lower turning point. The stability boundary 
remains almost constant as the detuning increases, and the 
instability point reaches the turning point of the lower branch 
only for a sufficient large detuning. 

The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In section 2, 
we give the basic equations for this composite system with 
atomic detuning. In section 3, we discuss the stability 
regions of the system in both the good- and bad-cavity 
limits. In section 4, we give numerical calculations of the 
optical spectra with atomic detuning. Section 5 serves as a 

conclusion. 
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We propose a technique to sinlultaneously stabilize relative wavelengths anlong multiple diode 
lasers by using multiplexed photorefractive gratings. Each grating is designed to be Bragg matched 
for the counter-propagating reflection at a specific diode laser wavelength. Experimental results 
from stabilization of two diode laser wavelengths by using two photorefractive gratings exhibit 
excellent short- and long-tenn wavelength stability. We show that this technique can be extended to 
stabilize relative wavelengths of many diode lasers. The thermal stability of the photorefractive 
gratings and the signal-to-noise ratio (or the bit-error rate) are discussed. 0 2000 American 
Instilute of Physics. [SOOO3-695 1 (00)0024 1-21 

Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) is an impor- 
tant technique for increasing information capacity of a fiber 
by transmitting signals at different wavelengths. This de- 
mands separate laser sources emitting at different desired 
wavelengths and multiplexing devices to couple all the sig- 
nals at different wavelengths into a single fiber. Then, these 
different wavelength channels are separated at the other end 
of the fiber.' Currently, 40 wavelength channels have been 
employed in real systems and channels up to 100 are in the 
testing stage. In order to provide ultrahigh transmission ca- 
pacity with close channel space, less cross talk, and low bit- 
error rate, relative wavelengths at multiplexed channels re- 
quire to be stabilized.' Finding an easy and effective way to 
simultaneously lock relative wavelengths of a large number 
of lasers is important in the WDM application. Lasers with 
multiple stabilized wavelengths also have applications on la- 
ser interferometry and optical metrology.2 In this letter we 
propose a technique to simultaneously stabilize multiple di- 
ode laser wavelengths by using nlultiplexed photorefractive 
gratings formed in a single crystal. 

Photorefractive effects in crystals have attracted consid- 
erable interest owing to the high infonnation-storage capac- 
ity and the possibility of programmable parallel inter- 
c~nnec t i on .~  Among various recording techniques angular4 
and wavelength multiplexingsS are two most prominent ap- 
proaches to form nlultiple gratings in a single crystal. Ten 
thousand high-resolution holograms have been successfully 
rccorded by using the angular multiplexing techniques in a 1 
cm3 bulk crystal. In ordcr to prevent the erasure of photore- 
fractive holograms during readout process, techniques have 
been developed for fixing h o ~ o ~ r a m s . ~ - ~  ~ h e r m a l ~  and 
electrical7 fixing techniques are commonly used methods 
now to fix the photorefractive gratings. Alternatively, holo- 
grams can be sustained by periodic refreshing or nonvolatile 
holographic memory.* 

The wavelength of a diode laser drifts due to fluctuations 
in temperature or driving current. When many diode lasers 
are used at different wavelengths, the relative wavelengths 

between different diode lasers are constantly changing due to 
random wavelength driftings. The spectral response of a vol- 
ume grating is a sinc function and the relative peak diffrac- 
tion wavelengths from the fixed gratings in a crystal are im- 
mune to the fluctuations of ambient temperature, which are 
well-defined locking positions for different diode lasers. The 
wavelength of each diode laser is locked at the peak wave- 
length of each fixed grating through current feedback, such 
that the relative wavelengths of the diode lasers are deter- 
mined by the relative positions of the peak diffraction wave- 
lengths of the fixed gratings. 

Figure 1 shows the principle of recording a number of 
gratings by angular multiplexing. In certain materials such as 
LiNb03, the gratings can be recorded using 488 nm illunii- 
nation froin an Ar-ion laser, where the photorefractive re- 
sponse is strong. The writing beams are incident on the 
a-face of the crystal and the angular is adjusted so that each 
holograin is Bragg matched for counter-propagating reflec- 
tion of a specific infrared wavelength incident on the c-face 
of the c r y ~ t a l . ~  The infrared wavelengths from diode lasers 
are chosen in the optical fiber conlmunication band, for ex- 
ample near 1.55 pm. LiNb03 exhibits poor photorefractive 
response in such spectral regimes and the gratings can be 
rendered unaffected by the i~lumination.~ To further prevent 

FIG. 1 .  Angular multiplexing gratings in photorefractive crystal with a set 
of writing beams. Each channel is designed for counter-propagation reflec- 
tion at a desired diode laser wavelength. 
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Pulse propagation and shaping are investigated in photorefractive self-pumped phase conjugators in both 
transmission- and reflection-grating regimes. The dispersion properties of self-pumped phase conjugators are 
analyzed by taking into account both the grating dispersion and the angular dispersion. The complex transfer 
functions are obtained by treating the crystal as a linear dispersive medium. We show that the pulse width 
as a result of the self-pumped phase conjugation is much wider in the reflection regime than in the transmis- 
sion regime. The experimental results are consistent with the results calculated for the transmission-grating 
regime, indicating that this type grating is the dominant mechanism in the case of a femtosecond self-pumped 
phase conjugator. O 2000 Optical Society of America [SO740-3224(00)00908-51 

OCIS codes: 190.5040, 190.5330, 190.5530, 320.5520. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Pulse propagation in dispersive media, especially in opti- 
cal fibers, has been extensively studied and is governed by 
the combined effects of group-velocity dispersion (GVD) 
and nonlinear In the anomalous-dispersion 
regime the combined effects of GVD and nonlinear effects 
can give rise to the generation of optical solitons in a 
fiber.4 Recently, pulse propagation in periodic media 
with strong dispersion in and around the stop band, such 
as fiber gratings, has attracted considerable attenti~n.~-" 
Winfuli2 proposed the application of a fiber grating for 
correction of a nonlinear chirp to compress a pulse in a 
long-transmission fiber grating.  uss sell'^ pointed out 
that gratings exhibit strong dispersion for the frequencies 
close to the Bragg resonance. This dispersion is due to 
the strong frequency dependence of the group velocity of 
light propagating through a grating. Eggleton et ~ l . ' ~ , ' ~  
reported the generation of Bragg solitons in optical fiber 
gratings, which rely on the strong GVD provided by the 
Bragg grating a t  the bandgap edge. 

Propagation of light through gratings in photosensitive 
materials (such as photorefractive crystals) has also at- 
tracted a lot of re~earch.'~~'" However, the effect of dis- 
persion on the incident pulse propagation has not been 
sufficiently well modeled, for example, in configurations 
such as the self-pumped phase conjugator. Since disper- 
sion determines the temporal profile of the self-pumped 
phase-conjugate pulse, all components contributing to the 
magnitude of dispersion, such as  grating dispersion, an- 
gular dispersion, and the intrinsic dispersion of the mate- 
rial, have to be taken into account. 

Femtosecond self-pumped phase conjugation (SPPC) at  
various wavelengths has been observed in ~ a ~ i 0 ~ . ~ ~ - ~ ~  

But its temporal characteristics have not been investi- 
gated yet. Although Yariv et (rl.24 proposed that the pro- 
cess of nonlinear optical phase conjugation could be uti- 
lized to compensate for channel dispersion, they discussed 
only the phase conjugation achieved by four-wave mixing 
in nondispersive media. In this paper we explore the ef- 
fect of the dispersion in a self-pumped phase-conjugate 
mirror (SPPCM) on the temporal characteristics of femto- 
second SPPC, taking account of the grating dispersion 
and the angular dispersion. 

Photorefractive SPPC is generated by certain gratings 
formed by the pump and the fanning beams. Owing to 
the slow response time of a photorefractive crystal, for in- 
stance, BaTiO,, the grating is formed by the accumulat- 
ing effect of a number of pulses. In this paper we will 
therefore consider only the steady-state case and take 
into account the linear pulse compression and chirp com- 
pensation. 

Generally, transmission gratings, reflection gratings, 
and 2k gratings may all coexist in SPPCM.'~ There are 
two typical configurations of SPPCM's. In the first one, a 
transmission grating dominates both a reflection grating 
and a 2k grating.26 We will call it transmission-grating- 
based SPPCM (TG-SPPCM) [see Fig. l(a)]. In the other 
configuration a reflection grating dominates a transmis- 
sion grating. We will call it a reflection-grating-based 
SPPCM (RG-sPPCM).~"~~~ 2k-grating based SPPCM 
[see Fig. l(b)l can be considered as a special case of the 
RG-SPPCM.~' 

In Section 2 we analyze the dispersion properties of the 
TG-SPPCM and the RG-SPPCM. In Section 3 we intro- 
duce the complex transfer functions for the two SPPCM 
configurations. In Section 4 the femtosecond SPPC's 
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Pulse Evolution in a Photorefractive Self-pumped 
Phase Conjugator with Transmission 

Grating Geometry 
Changxi Yang and Min Xiao 

Abstract-The effect of grating dispersion on pulse evolution in 
a photorefractive self-pumped phase conjugator is analyzed. The 
broadening factors and the time-dependent phases of self-pumped 
phase-conjugate pulses of unchirped and chirped Gaussian pulses 
are obtained. When the grating dispersion and the angular disper- 
sion cancel the material dispersion, the self-pumped phase-con- 
jugate pulse has a minimum width, which is determined by the 
first-order dispersion of the grating. The self-pumped phase con- 
jugation of an unchirped Gaussian pulse broadens and is linearly 
chirped whereas the self-pumped phase conjugation of a chirped 
Gaussian pulse is compressed when the dispersion-induced chirp 
cancels the initial chirp. 

Index Terms-Chirped and unchirped pulse, dispersion, grat- 
ings, nonlinear optics, optical phase conjugation, optical propaga- 
tion in dispersive media, optical pulse compression, optical tran- 
sient propagation, photorefractive effect. 

I? EMTOSECOND self-pumped phase conjugation (SPPC) 
has been observed in BaTiO3 at 800 nm [I], [2] and 

450 nm 131. In [4], Yang analyzed the angular dispersion of a 
self-pumped phase conjugator and assumed that the amplitude 
response of the transmission grating was a constant. In fact, the 
diffraction of the grating is not a constant across the spectrum 
of the femtosecond pulse. In this paper, we explore the effect of 
grating diffraction on the pulse evolution in a photorefractive 
self-pumped phase-conjugate mirror (SPPCM). The SPPC's of 
unchirped and chirped Gaussian pulses are also discussed. 

In a manner similar to that of [4], self-phase modulation, 
cross-phase modulation, and cubic and higher order dispersion 
are neglected. The phase conjugator can be represented by a 
complex transfer function in the frequency domain [5]-[8]: 
H(R) = R(O) exp[-i9(R)], where R(R) is the amplitude 
responseandQ(52) isthephaseresponse. Q(0)canbeexpanded to 
9 (R)  = CT bn(R-wl)",whereb, = (l/n!)dn9(R)/dRn),, 
and wl is the center frequency of the pulse. 9(O)  has been 
discussed in [4]. 

The generation of femtosecond SPPC is a two-wave mixing 
process, not a four-wave mixing process such as that for CW 
and long-pulse SPPC's [3]. We may consider the SPPCM as 
consisting of only one transmission grating, which is formed 
by the center frequency component of the pump beam and its 
fanning beam (Fig. 1). The grating period is A = X/2n sin BE, 

Fig. 1. Configuration of the transmission grating for Bragg diffraction. 
(k,, 0,) indicate the pump beam. ( k ~ ,  02) indicate the diffracted beam. 81 
and 82 represent the incident and diffracted angles, respectively. The grating 
period A = X/2n sin 8 s .  The grating wavevector is along the z axis. 

where n is the refractive index of the crystal and 0~ is the Bragg 
angle. Using coupled-mode theory, the slowly varying envelope 
approximation, and the nondelepted-pump approximation, the 
diffraction of the grating can be obtained [9] 

lAa(st) 1 Aa(R) 
R(R) = Ro exp [i (T)] sin c (7) (1) 

where & is a complex constant, 1 is the thickness of the grating, 
and the term A a  is the phase mismatch along the x axis (see 
Fig. 1) and is given by 

where kl, 2 and B1, 2 are the propagation constants of the inci- 
dent and diffracted beams and the incident and diffracted an- 
gles, respectively. We assume that the incident beam has con- 
stant values of kl and 01. 

We expand A a  at the center frequency of the pulse wl  as 

where the expansion coefficients are given by an = 
(l/n!)dnAa(R)/dOn IW1,  e B .  The phase-matching condi- 
tion requires that a 0  = 0. From (2), we obtain 

a1 = (2 cos 02 - k2 sin O2 (4) 

and 

1 d2k2 
a:!=- - I dk2 do2 

2 dO2 
cos 02 - 2 sin 02 - - 
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Li, Guzun, and Xiao Reply: The conclusion (no im- 
provement in signal-to-noise ratio in our experiment [I]) 
made by Ralph [2] was based on Eqs. (1) and (2) in the 
Comment. As indicated by the Comment, these equations 
were derived for a system of intracavity second harmonic 
generation (SHG) with a cw pumping beam, which is very 
different from our experimental situation. Our experi- 
ment was done in a single-pass type-I phase-matched SHG 
with femtosecond pulses (the frequency width of the laser 
pulses is much broader than the phase-matching width of 
the nonlinear crystal). The Comment uses a cavity with cw 
input and assumes that "this does not change the physics 
of the setup, provided we consider only frequencies well 
within the cavity linewidth." However, this is definitely 
not suitable to our experimental situation in which 100 fs 
pulses (frequency spectral width about 10 nm, which is 
much, much larger than any reasonable cavity linewidth), 
were used. We have checked the model used in Ref. [3] 
[which gives Eq. (1) and (2) of the Comment] and the ex- 
isting theoretical treatments of the traveling-wave SHG. 
We conclude that the theoretical model used in the Com- 
ment can not be directly applied to our experimental situa- 
tion. For example, the theoretical calculation on which the 
Comment was based cannot explain the classical SHG effi- 
ciency curve and squeezing behaviors in our experimental 
situation [4]. 

ing to the model used in the Comment, a new component 
at a frequency of f7 .5  MHz from the input fundamental 
(IR) field should appear, but we did not observe this new 
IR component at output in our experiment. The Comment 
does not give a physical mechanism that reduces the weak 
blue signal beam (the absorption and scattering are not con- 
sidered here). Actually, in a previous paper pertaining to 
SHG with femtosecond pulses [5], it is clearly indicated 
that the reverse process is very weak comparing to the 
SHG process for femtosecond pulse experiment. Notice 
that the input blue signal is very weak (about 6.7 X 
photons per pulse on average) and cannot have a high non- 
linear conversion efficiency in the single-pass configura- 
tion. However, in a cw intracavity situation (which is used 
by the Comment as the model), the nonlinear conversion 
efficiency can be enhanced by the cavity even for a rela- 
tively weak beam (single-photon nonlinear processes have 
been theoretically and experimentally studied in intracavity 
situations). Thus, we believe that the weak input blue sig- 
nal in our single-pass configuration is not reduced as a vac- 
uum field component and, therefore, the objection raised 
in the Comment about our paper is unjustified. 

We are currently working on a new quantum calculation 
to treat the situation as in our experiment. 

Yongqing Li* 
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Abstract 

We study the generation of blue light in single-pass frequency doubling of femtosecond pulses in a thick KNbO, crystal. 
Depending on the input IR power, the maximum amount of generated blue light is a function of the position of the nonlinear 
crystal relative to the focusing lens. At certain focusing distance, the efficiency of blue light generation is substantially 
degraded. The issue of beam quality of the generated blue light is discussed. 0 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 

PACS: 42.65.K~; 42.65.Re 

The generation of blue light has been the topic of 
interest to many researchers in the field of nonlinear 
optics from both fundamental and application points 
of view. With the development in blue light emitting 
diode lasers, the constructions of super-high density 
magneto-optic memories, CDROMs, and full color 
displays become feasible tasks. Yet, there are still 
many applications, where high power, short pulses, 
and wavelength tunability are required. The most 
direct and efficient way to generate a high intensity, 
frequency tunable blue light is through nonlinear 
optical processes, such as second-harmonic genera- 
tion (SHG). 

Over the years, the approach to the problem of 
nonlinear optical frequency conversion, including 
SHG, has expanded from considering nonlinear in- 
teractions of plane wave light fields [I] to investigat- 
ing the nonlinear interactions of light pulses with the 
media [2]. With the decrease of pulse width, higher 
peak intensity of the field is achieved. Since the 
efficiency of SHG is dependent on the peak intensity 
of the pump field, then larger amount of second- 
harmonic field can be generated with shorter light 
pulses for the same average input power. Due to 
larger group velocity dispersion (GVD) of the shorter 
pulses, one would normally expect to have to de- 
crease the thickness of the nonlinear crystal (NLC) 
in order to gain high conversion efficiencies. Also, 
the group velocity mismatch (GVM) of the pump 

Corresponding author. Fax: +1-501-575-4580; e-mail: and generated SH pulses becomes an important limit- 
mxiao@comp.uark.edu ing factor when SHG is considered in a thick NLC. 
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Cavity-linewidth narrowing in a ring cavity that is due to the high dispersion and reduced absorption pro- 
duced by electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in rubidium-atom vapor has been experimentally 
observed. The cavity linewidth with rubidium atoms under EIT conditions can be significantly narrowed. 
Cavity-linewidth narrowing was measured as a function of coupling beam power. O 2000 Optical Society of 
America 

OCZS codes: 270.1670, 260.2030, 140.4480, 020.1670, 260.5740, 300.3700. 

Generally, laser light passing through a n  atomic 
medium will be strongly absorbed if the laser fre- 
quency is near a transition frequency of the atoms. 
Recently, however, it was demonstrated1-4 that, 
because of atomic coherence in multilevel atomic sys- 
tems, the transparency of the medium to a probe beam 
near an atomic transition frequency can be controlled 
by a second coupling beam interacting with another 
atomic transition. This effect, known a s  electromag- 
netically induced transparency (EIT), has attracted 
great attention because of the properties of large 
dispersion and almost-vanishing absorption in such 

More recently, EIT systems were used to 
achieve ultraslow group velocity of Whereas 
some theoretical calculations have been made that 
predicted such effects as optical bistability: frequency 
pulling, and linewidth narrowing1' for a n  EIT system 
inside an  optical cavity, we are aware of no reported 
experiments to demonstrate these interesting effects. 
In this Letter we report the experimental observa- 
tion of cavity-linewidth narrowing of a n  optical ring 
cavity with three-level A-type rubidium atoms inside. 
Typically, an  absorbing medium inside a n  optical 
cavity will increase the cavity linewidth. However, 
because of the large dispersion change and reduced 
absorption in  the EIT system, the cavity linewidth can 
be significantly narrowed. 

We consider a three-level A-type atomic system, as 
shown in Fig. 1, within a heated vapor cell of length 
1 in an optical ring cavity of length L. The suscepti- 
bility ,y of the medium to a probe beam of frequency 
w, can be separated into real (x') and imaginary (XI') 
parts. The real part gives the dispersion aX1/awp, 
and the imaginary part gives the absorption coefficient 
a = (nowp/c)xl', where no is the background index of 
refraction. Owing to the dis~ersion of the intracavitv - 
medium, the resonant frequency w, of the cavity with 
the Rb vapor cell is pulled according to the relation1' 

where oe = mc/L (for integer m) is the resonant fre- 
quency of the empty cavity and w2l  corresponds to 
the probe transition frequency of the Rb atoms. 7 = 
w,(l/ZL) (dxl/do,) describes dispersion changes as a 

function of probe frequency. By considering both the 
absorption and the dispersion of the medium simulta- 
neously, one can show that the ratio of the linewidth 
A w  of the cavity with the medium to that of the empty 
cavity is lo 

where C is the linewidth of the empty cavity and R 
is the reflectivity of both the input and the output 
mirrors; K = exp(-(~1) describes the absorption of 
the medium per pass. In a two-level system, when 
the cavity plus medium resonant frequency wr is 
close to the natural resonant frequency wzl of the 
Rb atoms, dispersion a x l / a w p  becomes larger, which 
causes narrowing of the cavity linewidth; but, a t  
the same time, absorption X" also becomes larger 
near resonance, which cancels the narrowing effect. 
If, however, a n  EIT occurs in three-level Rb atoms, 
the absorption is reduced and a larger dispersion is 
~ r e a t e d , ~  which results in a substantial narrowing of 
the cavity linewidth. 

In the experiment, the Rb atoms, a s  shown in Fig. 1, 
interact with a weak (probe) laser field with Rabi fre- 
quency = -/.~21El/h and a strong (coupling) laser 
field of Rabi frequency i12 = -pZ3E2/h, where El and 
E2 are the strengths of the respective fields and p~.21 

and p23  are the relevant dipole moments. The com- 
plex susceptibility of the EIT system is given by4 

SSln P . 2  
6837 MHz 

1 F = I  , )  

Fig. 1. Diagram of the three-level A-type system in the 
Dl line of 87Rb. 
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second-harmonic generation with femtosecond pulses 
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The quantum-noise properties of single-pass second-harmonic blue-light generation with femtosecond pulses 
have been measured. A conversion efficiency of as much as 63.5% of second-harmonic generation at 428.8 nm 
was observed in a KNb03 crystal with femtosecond (130-fs) pulses with wavelengths centered at 857.6 nm. 
The quantum noise on the generated blue light was measured to be 1.0 dB (1.4 dB of squeezing inferred) 
below the shot-noise limit. The noise reduction was found to be sensitive to the average power and the center 
wavelength of the input fundamental pulses under the condition of strong pump depletion. O 1999 Optical 
Society of America 

OCIS codes: 270.0270, 190.2620. 

The quantum-noise properties of high-efficiency non- 
linear optical frequency-conversion processes have 
attracted great attention because of the potential 
generation of novel quantum states of light.'!' In 
particular, second-harmonic generation (SHG) was a n  
attractive process for generating amplitude-squeezed 
light with a large amount of photon-number squeez- 
ing.3-5 In those experiments a nonlinear crystal was 
placed inside an optical cavity (intracavity SHG) to 
enhance the nonlinear interaction by multiple passes 
through the crystal and the input fundamental field 
was frequency locked to the cavity such that the power 
of the input fundamental field was kept at  a relatively 
low level for quantum-noise detection with photode- 
tectors. Such systems may provide good sources of 
amplitude-squeezed light for applications in sub-shot- 
noise laser Doppler anemometry6 and spectroscopic 
measurements.' 

Recently, single-pass traveling-wave (TW) SHG was 
proposed8 and experimentally demonstrated in a bulk 
crystalg and in a quasi-phase-matched nonlinear wave- 
guide.'' In the TW SHG experiment with a type I1 
phase-matched KTP crystal? pulses from a Nd:YAG 
mode-locked laser (1064 nm in wavelength and 140 ps 
in pulse width) were used, and 0.3-dB (6%) amplitude 
squeezing in SHG was observed with a conversion effi- 
ciency of 15%. In the experiment with a LiNb03 wave- 
guide,'' 0.8-dB amplitude squeezing in the transmitted 
fundamental field and 0.35-dB squeezing in the gener- 
ated harmonic light were observed, with a conversion 
efficiency approaching 60%. 

However, no amplitude squeezing has been observed 
to our knowledge in the conceptually simpler system 
of type I TW SHG in a bulk crystal. The basic ob- 
stacle is that hundreds of watts of peak power are 
typically required for significant harmonic conversion 
and for squeezing in bulk crystals. This high opti- 
cal power will saturate the photodiodes that are used 
to detect the amplitude noise and make the squeez- 
ing difficult to measure. This difficulty can be over- 
come by use of high-efficiency nonlinear crystals and 
ultrashort pulses, which permit significant harmonic 
conversion with low average input power. Recently, 

KNb03 crystal was used in  highly efficient blue-light 
generation." In cw SHG the single-path conversion 
efficiency is 2% W-I for a 10-mm-long crystal." In 
a femtosecond pulsed TW SHG a slope efficiency of 
300% nJ-I for harmonic conversion was observed with 
a 3-mm long crystal.13 Thus, single-pass SHG in 
KNb03 crystal with femtosecond pulses promises to be 
a simple system for the study of quantum noise. 

In this Letter we report quantum-noise measure- 
ments in a high-efficiency single-pass SHG system 
with a mode-locked femtosecond (130-fs) pulse laser 
in a noncritical type I phase-matched KNb03 crystal. 
In this system the spectral profile of the input fem- 
tosecond pulses (with a typical bandwidth of 12 nm a t  
857.6 nm) is much broader than the phase-matching 
bandwidth (-0.7 nm for a crystal length of 6.7 mm) of 
the KNb03 crystal.13 The conversion efficiency from 
fundamental pulses (centered a t  857.6 nm) to blue- 
light pulses (at 428.8 nm) can be greater than 60%, 
which is in the strong depletion region for the funda- 
mental field. The quantum noise on the blue light was 
observed to be 1.0 dB below the shot-noise limit in cer- 
tain conditions and to be highly sensitive to the center 
wavelength of the input pulses. 

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. 
Short pulses (-130 fs wide) a t  an 82-MHz repetition 
rate emitted from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser are 

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement: BS, beam splitter; 
PD1, PD2, photodiodes; LPF's, low-pass filters; AMP'S, 
amplifiers; SW, switch; SA, spectrum analyzer. 
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We propose a novel gravito-optical atom trap composed of a bluc-det uned, conical dark-hollow- beam propagating 
upward and thc gravity field. When cold atoms are loaded into the conical dark-hollow-beam Irom a n~agnetic- 
011 tical trap and bounce inside the hollow beam, they experience an efficient hollow-beam induced Sisy~hus 
cooling and repumping-beam induced geometric cooling. Our investigation shows that an ultracold and dense 
"Rb atomic sample with an equilibrium 3 0  tcmperaturc of about I ILK can be obtained and the appearance of 
an optically-trapped BoscEinstein condensation may be possible in this pure opticd trap. 

PACS: 32. 80. Pj, 33.80. Ps, 39.1 O.+j 

Since the first Dose-Einstein condensation (I3EC) Vacuum chamber -------------------------.--------.. 
in a s7Rb atomic gas was observed by a JILA group 
in 1995,' a series of experimental observations and in- 
vestigations of DEC in various atomic gases (sucl~ as 
7 ~ i ,  and 87Rb) have been reported2-' and an 
atom laser has been demonstrated.' However, all of 
these BECs to date were observed in magnetic atom 
traps,'-' no DEC has been realized in a pure optical 
atom trap. Recently, a MIT group successfully trans- 
ferred an  Na BEC sample from a magnetic trap to  
a fat-off-resonance, red-detuned optical trap,'' which 
shows that BEC should be achievable in a suitable o p  
tical trap. Kctterle et al. pointed out that magnetic 
atom traps impose some limitations on the studies of 
BEC and atom lasers, whereas optical atom traps may 
be illore advantageous in these studies.1° So it would 
be interesting and worthwhile to find a suitable opti- 
cal trap and explore the possibility to  directly realize 
an optically-trapped DEC. Dark hollow beam 

A far-off-resonant, bluc-detuned doughnut-beam 
trap for cold atoms and a gravitational laser trap Fig. I. Sd~rme of the gavit-optical  tom trtrp - . , i r l~  n 
(GOT) for atoms with evanescent-wave cooling were conical dark-hollow laser beam. DHB. MOT and GOT 

proposed and demonstrated by Kuga et and stand for a dark hollow beam, magnet*opticd trap and 

~ ~ ~ h i ~ ~ i k ~ ~  et a l . , i ~ , i ~  respectively. In both Refs. 11 ~avit*opticd trap, respectively. ZGOT m d  ZMOT are 

! ,$ the positions of the GOT and the MOT, respectively. The 

1 % and 13, a fat-off-resonant, blue-detuned cylindrical- focd length of lens f can be adjusted. 
1 hollow beam was used to  confine the Rb and Cs atoms 

j i i  

in the transverse direction, but no dark-hollow-beam The scheme of the conical dark-hollow-beam GOT 

'+ 
(DHB) induced cooling was mentioned and presented. is shown in Fig. 1. A blue-detuned, collimated DRB15 

-Y  Recently, we presented a new atomic guiding scheme propagating upwards is focused by a I$:r~s with a vari- 
i .$ 
i .;:. with DRB-induced Sisyphus cooling.14 In this letter, able focal length f and a conical dark-hollow-beam 
j ;. 

1.2 
we propose a novel g rav i t~opt ica l  atom trap using a GOT is formed above the focal point. A plug b e a n  
blue-detuned, conical DHB, and study the DAB in- overlaps with the conical DHB, which can be moved 

I3 duced Sisyphus cooling and repumping-beam induced up or down so that the position of GOT can be ad- 
i..:: geometrical cooling in the GOT. We also estimate an justed and the trapped atomic density can be changed. 

f equilibrium 3D temperature, trapping losses and den- In order to introduce an efficient Sisyphus cooling 
sity of the trapped s 7 ~ b  atoms in the GOT and discuss and geometrical cooling, a weak, near-resonant re- 

! $: 

I 
I 

i. - the possibility t o  realize BEC in this optical trap. !:j,: pumping beam is propagated down and overlapcd 
: . .., 
i :3 . 
I>* 
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of Jiangsu Province under Grant No. 7715. 
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Abstract. We describe transient spectroscopic measurements with a current-switched 
semiconductor diode laser. Following a fast pulse modulation in the injection current of the 
diode laser, the diode laser frequency is switched by a few hundred MHz and, then, is 
scanned over 10 GHz range in a short-time evolution (<0.5 fis). Free-induction decay based 
on the frequency switching and transient absorption spectroscopy of mbidium Dl lines based 
on the fast frequency-scan are experimentally demonstrated. These fast spectroscopic 
measurements are accomplished in a single-shot pulse modulation and are, thus, applicable to 
short-lived samples such as in flowing or combustion systems. 

Keywords: Coherent transient, current-switching, diode laser 

1. Introduction 

Semiconductor diode lasers have been widely used in atomic 
physics and laser spectroscopy [I]. Recently, the current- 
switching technique of a semiconductor diode laser has been 
used to study optical coherent transient effect [2-51. Due to 
the frequency chirping effect in semiconductor diode lasers 
[6,7], current switching provides a simple, cost-effective 
method to achieve frequency switching in the laser field. 
As the laser field is used to drive an absorbing system, 
coherent transient phenomena such as free-induction decay 
(FID) and optical nutation can be observed in the transmitted 
laser field when the laser frequency is switched out of or 
into resonance with an optical transition of the absorbing 
system. From these measurements, useful information (such 
as dephasing time) about optical transitions of the materials 
can be determined. Since low-cost semiconductor laser 
diodes are available in a wide range of wavelengths, this 
current-switching technique may have broad applications in 
coherent transient measurements of various materials. Using 
this current-switching technique, coherent transients such as 
FID have been demonstrated in atomic (rubidium) gas [2,3], 
molecular (iodine) gas [4], and solid materials with long 
radiative lifetime [5]. Coherent transient effects of atoms 
in a magneto-optical trap were also observed by sinusoidally 
modulating diode laser frequency at a high speed [8]. 

In the experiments of observing FID [2-51, it was 
.found that following a step-function current switching, the 
frequency of the diode laser is first switched from wo to wl, as 
shown in figure 1, and, then, dynamically shifted by a slower 
frequency chirp (from w, to w2 within the time duration of 
tl -to). The fast response of the laser frequency was attributed 

to the carrier concentration change (carrier effect) and the 
slower response was attributed to the temperature change of 
the semiconductor lattice (thermal effect) [9]. For the case of 
arelatively short dephasing time (such as an atomic resonance 
with a dephasing time of nanosecond scale), a large current 
pulse (up to 10 mA) has to be used to obtain a large frequency 
switching (a few hundred MHz or more). In this case, the 
dynamic frequency shift following the frequency switching 
becomes large enough to significantly affect the observation 
of FID signals for a photodetector with a given response time 
because the heterodyne beat signal between the exciteddipole 
of the sample and the probe laser becomes too fast in time 
evolution for the photodetector to respond [3]. 

In this paper, we show that the dynamic frequency shift of 
a solitary semiconductor laser following a step-function pulse 
modulation can be used in a new spectroscopic technique 
(e.g. transient absorption spectroscopy). That is, the laser 
frequency is rapidly scanned across an optical resonance 
of the sample and the dynamic absorption is recorded. 
When the sweeping time of the laser frequency across an 
optical resonance is shorter than the optical depopulation 
time and the dephasing time of the resonance, this transient 
spectroscopy is a coherent process. In our experiment, up 
to 12.5 GHz dynamic frequency shift was observed over a 
0.5 p s  time interval with a 26 mA pulse current (imposed on 
a dc-bias current of 145 mA). FID based on the frequency 
switching and transient absorption spectroscopy of rubidium 
Dl  lines based on the fast frequency-scan are experimentally 
demonstrated. 
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Sub-Shot-Noise-Limited Optical Heterodyne Detection Using 
an Amplitude-Squeezed Local Oscillator 

Yong-qing Li, Dorel Guzun, and Min Xiao 
Department of Physics, Universiy of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701 

(Received 1 February 1999) 

We experimentally demonstrate a novel sub-shot-noise-limited heterodyne detection scheme to 
measure a weak optical signal field by employing amplitude-squeezed light as the local oscillator (LO) 
field. The amplitude-squeezed LO field at 428.8 nm is generated from a high efficiency single-pass 
second-harmonic generation in a KNb03 crystal pumped by femtosecond (130 fs) pulses at 857.6 nm, 
and the signal field is combined with the generated squeezed LO field through the crystal. An 
enhancement of 0.7 dB (1.4 dB inferred) in signal-to-noise ratio beyond the shot-noise limit is directly 
observed. [SO03 1 -9007(99)094 10-71 

PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Lc, 42.68.Wt 

Coherent heterodyne detection is now widely used 
to detect weak scattered or reflected radiation in many 
electromagnetic spectral regions including radiowave, 
microwave, infrared, and optical spectra. In the optical 
region, heterodyne detection has been used in coherent 
laser radar (Lidar) [l], communications, spectroscopy, 
and radiometry due to its advantages in high sensitivity, 
frequency selectivity, and strong directionality. As a 
detection technique, heterodyne detection can measure the 
amplitude and phase of an incident signal field (at fre- 
quency us) with the help of a strong local oscillator (LO) 
field (at frequency vLo). In a typical one-port heterodyne 
detection scheme, the signal and LO fields are combined 
by an optical beam splitter combiner and received by a 
photodector. The information of the signal field can be 
extracted from the photocurrent signal at the intermediate 
frequency (IF) VIF = vs - VLO. Assuming that both 
the signal and LO fields are in coherent states, the mean 
square IF signal current is ( i i )  = 2(e r]/h V ) ~ P L ~ P S ,  
where r ]  is the detector quantum efficiency, h v  is the 
photon energy, and PLO and Ps are the powers of the 
LO and signal fields, respectively. The average pho- 
tocurrent is (idc) = er]PLO/hv. As the LO power is 
increased, the standard shot-noise power of the LO field 
((i:) = 2 e 2 r ] ~ ~ L o / h v )  associated with the average 
photocurrent (id,) exceeds the other technical noises in 
the detection system (e.g., dark current of the detector and 
thermal noise of the electronic amplifier) and eventually 
becomes the dominant noise source of the detection 
system. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR = (ii)/(ii)) of 
the shot-noise-limited heterodyne detection is given by [2] 

(i3/(i ,2> = r]Psl(hvB) 3 (1) 
which gives a minimum detectable signal power of 
Ps(,~,) = hvB/r], where B is the receiver bandwidth. 
If the LO field has additional (classical) intensity fluc- 
tuations, a balanced heterodyne detection [two-port 
heterodyning shown in Fig. l(a)] [3] can be used to 
eliminate the LO intensity noises, and the SNR in Eq. (1) 
can be recovered. 

An amplitude-squeezed state of light is a good radiation 
source for using as the LO field in heterodyne detection 
applications since it has less quantum fluctuations in in- 
tensity than the standard shot-noise limit while still keep- 
ing high optical power. Recently, amplitude-squeezed 
light with a large amount of squeezing has been generated 
from the second-harmonic generation (SHG) process (up 
to 5.2 dB squeezing) [4,5], pump-noise-suppressed semi- 
co'nductor lasers (up to 10 dB squeezing) [6,7], optical 
parametric amplifier (7.2 dB squeezing) [8], and asym- 
metric fiber interferometer (6.2 dB squeezing) [9]. How- 
ever, one major difficulty of using squeezed LO in the 
standard heterodyne detection lies in the combination of 
the weak signal beam and the strong squeezed LO. When 
an optical beam splitter is used to combine these two 

(a) 
I Signal field v, 
I 
t 

(b) 
I Signal field vs 
I 
I 

SHG Squeezed LO 
Generalor 

FIG. 1. (a) Balanced heterodyne detectors. BS: beam split- 
ter; PDI, PD2: photodetectors. (b) Sub-shot-noise-limited het- 
erodyne detector with an amplitude-squeezed local oscillator 
combining with the signal field through the NLO crystal by a 
dichromic mirror (DM). 
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N two-level atoms in a driven optical cavity: Quantum dynamics of forward photon scattering 
for weak incident fields 
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We investigate the photon statistics of the light transmitted from a driven optical cavity containing N 
two-level atoms, with emphasis on thc weak driving field limit. This limit is of most interest from the point of 
view of quantum fluctuations. We find that various types of nonclassical behavior are possible, even with large 
numbers of atoms in the cavity, under conditions of strong atom-field coupling, which we refer to as the cavity 
quantum electrodynamics limit. We describe the system with a pure-state formalism valid for weak fields, and 
also use a Fokker-Planck equation obtained by a small fluctuation linearization. We examine the conditions 
under which the linearized theory is appropriate, and explore the sensitivity of nonclassical effects in the 
system to atom number, transit-time broadening, and detunings. [S1050-2947(99)04803-91 

PACS number(s): 42.50.Q 42.50.Lc, 42.50.Ar 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we report on extensions of previous work on 
dynamical cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity QED) ef- 
fects, namely, the photon statistics of an ensemble of two- 
level atoms inside a driven optical cavity. The field of cavity 
QED can be said to have been born more than 40 years ago 
with the prediction by Purcell [I] that the spontaneous emis- 
sion rate for an atom inside a conducting cavity can be 
greatly enhanced in comparison with the rate in free space if 
the dimensions of the cavity are of the order of the transition 
wavelength. The subject was only of theoretical interest until 
experimental techniques became available to observe such 
effects. In the first such measurement, Drexhage [2] observed 
the enhanced and inhibited decay rates of dye molecules lo- 
cated close to a dielectric surface. This effect can be inter- 
preted as the reaction of the molecule to the image charges 
that effectively replace the reflecting surface [3]. The first 
experiments with atoms in a cavity were those of Vaidnay- 
than, Spencer, and Kleppner [4], Goy et al. [5], and Jhe et al. 
[6]. Several later experiments have been carried out to inves- 
tigate various features of the change in spontaneous emission 
rates due to the presence of boundaries which alter the elec- 
tromagnetic field mode density from its free space value 
[7,8]. Accompanying the experimental work is a large body 
of theoretical literature concerning the same subject [9-121. 
For a more detailed history of the field, as well as current 
developments, we refer the reader to the reviews of Hinds 
[13] and Haroche [14], and the compilation edited by Ber- 
man [15]. 

Another approach to what is now known as cavity QED 
had its beginnings in the work of Jaynes and ~ummings  [16] 
on the interaction of a single two-level atom with one mode 
of the electromagnetic field, and extensions of that work by 
Tavis and Cummings to consider many atoms [17,18]. This 
too was originally viewed as a purely theoretical construct, 
with no immediate realization in the laboratory possible, par- 
ticularly as dissipation is not included in the model. How- 

ever, with suitable modifications to allow for atomic and 
cavity field damping, there has been a great deal of work 
done, both theoretical and experimental, to gain a deeper 
understanding of this fundamental, and very rich, quantum 
system. Experiments to observe the dynamics of this system 
include maser action from a collection of several atoms or 
even one atom interacting with a single field mode in a reso- 
nator [19-231. Nonclassical properties of the steady state in 
the cavity have also been investigated [23]. In the optical 
domain as well as at microwave frequencies there have been 
experiments to look at the so-called "vacuum-Rabi" split- 
ting [24-301. 

Yet another class of theory and experiments relevant to 
our discussion is the body of literature on resonance fluores- 
cence, where a two-level atom interacts with a classical driv- 
ing field. The three peaked Mollow spectrum and nonclassi- 
cal effects such as photon antibunching and sub-Poissonian 
photon counting statistics have been predicted [3 1,321 and 
observed [33,34]. A review is given by Cresser et al. [35]. 
Squeezing has also been predicted [36], but not yet observed. 

The model we consider here assumes N two-level atoms 
interacting with one mode of a resonator of arbitrary Q, with 
a driving field present, and we take into account both atomic 
and cavity field losses. This model can be thought of as 
resonance fluorescence in a cavity, the Tavis-Cummings 
model with a driving field and losses added, or an extension 
of previous work on optical bistability. We wish to stress that 
damping is not to be considered as an unfortunate conse- 
quence of modeling a real system, but rather as a fundamen- 
tal property of the system we consider. The presence of a 
driving field and dissipation results in a nontrivial steady 
state for the system. Of course the ultimate importance of 
this work is the possibility of testing the theoretical results 
obtained herein in the laboratory, with a real dynamical sys- 
tem. We also stress that we will be interested in effects that 
can only be explained by quantization of the electromagnetic 
field, i.e., nonclassical effects. 

In cavity quantum electrodynamics, one is concerned with 
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Abstract 

Using the technique of integration within an ordered product of operators and adopting similar pmdures as for the 
theory for quantizing a gauge field, we derive the Dmmmond-Gardiner positive P-representation directly from the Glauber- 
Sudarshan P-representation. The analogy between the extra phase-space dimensions in the positive P-representation and the 
gauge transformation freedoms for gauge field quantization is pointed out. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1. Introduction 

In quantum optics, several different approaches are 
commonly used to solve the problem of fluctuations 
in nonlinear optical processes. One standard technique 
is to construct phase-space Fokker-Planck equations 
that correspond to quantum master equations for the 
density operator [ 1.21. The commonly used Glauber- 
Sudarshan P-presentation [3] is a diagonal expansion 
of the density operator in a coherent state basis, which 
is given as 

where ly) = exp(-;ly(* + y 6 t ) J ~ ) .  The function 
P(y)  satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation and, there- 
fore, is considered as a quasi-probability function for 
classical optical processes. However, it was found 
that this function P ( y )  becomes negative or has a 
singularity stronger than the delta-function (such as 
first-order and higher-order derivatives of the delta- 
function) in optical processes that generate nonclassi- 

cal photon statistics, such as squeezed states, photon 
anti-bunching, and sub-Poissonian photon statistics. 
To avoid this difficulty, Drumrnond and Gardiner 
[2,4] introduced a generalized P-representation, e.g., 

where 

is a non-diagonal coherent state projection operator 
and 

has all the mathematical properties of a genuine prob- 
ability. It proves a most useful representation, in par- 
ticular, for problems where the Fokker-Planck equa- 
tion in other representations may have a non-positive 
definite diffusion matrix. 

0375-%01/98/$19.00 @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Electromagnetically induced grating: Homogeneously broadened medium 
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A strong coupling standing wave, interacting with three-level A-type (or ladder-type) atoms, can diffract a 
weak probe field (propagating along a direction normal to the standing wave) into high-order diffractions, a 
phenomenon which we name electromagnetically induced grating (EIG). We develop in this work a theory for 
studying EIG in a homogeneously broadened medium consisting of three-level A-type atoms. We show that by 
taking advantage of the absorption and dispersion properties of electromagnetically induced transparency one 
can create an atomic grating that can effectively diffract light into the first-order direction. 
[S 1050-2947(98)03902-XI 

PACS number(s): 42.50.Gy, 42.50.Hz, 42.65.An 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is commonly believed that a weak probe beam will be 
strongly absorbed at its resonance frequency if most of the 
atoms are in the lower level. However, recent studies show 
that by coupling additional coherent fields with other atomic 
transitions, one can form coherent population trapping (CPT) 
[1,2] states that render a medium transparent to the weak 
probe radiation. This phenomenon is known as electromag- 
netically induced transparency (EIT) [3-51. CPT and EIT are 
the principal mechanisms behind many recent applications, 
such as lasing without population inversion [6-121, enhance- 
ment of second- and third-order nonlinear processes [13- 
151, velocity selective laser cooling [16-181, atomic mirrors 
[19-201, matching pulses [21,22], electromagnetically in- 
duced focusing [23], and elimination of optical self-focusing 
[24]. In this paper we explore a new possibility of their ap- 
plication: electromagnetically induced grating (EIG). 

Consider a system as shown in Fig. l(a). It consists of two 
strong coupling fields of frequency wc and wave number k c ,  
a weak probe field of frequency w, and wave number k p ,  
and an atomic sample. The atomic sample hosts three-level 
A-type (or ladder-type) atoms whose energy diagram is 
shown in Fig. l(b). As usual, the coupling fields drive the 
2-3 atomic transition (which has a transition frequency 

and a dipole moment EL2,), while the probe field induces 
the 2 - 1 atomic transition (which has a transition frequency 
f12, and a dipole moment EL,,); the 3 - 1 atomic transition is 
a dipole forbidden one. Here, the two coupling fields, while 
being symmetrically displaced with respect to z, are incident 
upon the atomic sample at such angles that they intersect and 
form a standing wave inside the medium. Because of the 
weak nature of the probe field, levels 2 and 3 remain virtu- 
ally empty no matter what the intensities of the coupling 
fields are. As a result, the standing wave has an amplitude 
and space period that are immune to the interaction of light 
with the atoms. Since the absorption and dispersion coeffi- 
cients of the probe field depend on the strength of the cou- 
pling fields, they are expected to change periodically as the 
standing wave changes from nodes to antinodes across x 

dimension. Such a medium will exert both amplitude and 
phase modulations across the probe beam profile in much the 
same way that a hybrid (amplitude and phase) grating does 
to the amplitude and phase of an electromagnetic wave. We 
name this phenomenon EIG. 

The principal mechanism behind EIG is EIT. To illustrate 
this point, we compare in Fig. 2 the absorption and disper- 
sion in the absence of the coupling field (dashed curves) with 
the ones in the presence of a strong resonant coupling field 
(solid curves). We further assume that the intensity of the 
coupling field (used for producing the solid curve in Fig. 2) 
corresponds to the peak intensity of a standing wave. Then, 
the dashed curves are what the probe field at nodes "sees," 
and the solid curves are what the probe field at antinodes 
"sees." The medium within the EIT window, while being 
quite opaque to the probe field at nodes, is almost transparent 
to the probe fields at antinodes as shown in Fig. 2(a). This 

FIG. 1. (a) A sketch of a prototype experimental setup. (b) The 
energy diagram of three-level A-type atoms. 
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Abstract: We describe recent experiments on generation and applications 
of amplitude-squeezed states of light from a semiconductor diode laser. 
Amplitude-squeezed light with intensity noise 2 dB below the standard 
shot- noise limit was observed from a diode laser with a weak optical 
feedback from an external grating. Applications of this amplitude-squeezed 
light as a local oscillator in heterodyne detection in Doppler velocity 
measurement and weak light-scattering measurement are discussed. 
01997 Optical Society of America 
OCIS code: (270.6570) Squeezed states; (140.2020) Diode lasers. 
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1. Introduction 

Amplitude-squeezed states (or photon-number squeezed states) of light [1,2] have less 
quantum fluctuations in photon numbers of the light fields than the photon number 
fluctuatons of coherent states with Poissonian statistics. A photon number state can be 
considered as an idea single-mode amplitude-squeezed state. When detected by a photo- 
detector, the mean square noise <inz> in the photocurrent is suppressed below the standard 

shot-noise limit (2e377<I>B), where <I> is the mean intensity of the amplitude-squeezed 
light (in the unit of photons per second), q the quantum efficiency of the photo-detector, and 
B the bandwidth of the detector system. Unlike squeezed vacuum states [3], amplitude- 
squeezed states of light can have intense optical power (e.g. a few tens of milliwatts), which 
allows a direct replacement of coherent lasers in precision optical measurements where 
quantum shot-noise associated with the laser field needs to be suppressed. Amplitude- 
squeezed states of light have been successfully generated both fiom pump-noise-suppressed 
semiconductor lasers [ 1,4-81 and from second-harmonic generation (SHG) process [9- 131. 
Amplitude-squeezed states generated from a pump-noise-suppressed semiconductor laser 
(which must have a high quantum efficiency of conversion fiom pumping electron stream to 
output photon stream) have large squeezing bandwidths, intermediate optical power, and 
rich wavelengths. By using some line-narrowing techniques such as injection-locking to an 
external tunable master laser [5] or dispersive optical feedback from an external grating 
cavity [6,7], the multiple sub-threshold longitudinal side modes in the laser diodes can be 
effectively suppressed, and, therefore, collimated amplitude-squeezed laser fields with a 
squeezing typically up to 3-dB or more [14] were generated from the diode lasers. 

The applications of squeezed vacuum states and amplitude-squeezed states have also 
been experimentally demonstrated to improve the sensitivity of precision optical 
measurements beyond the shot-noise-limit [15-191. For example, squeezed vacuum states 
have been used to improve the precision of shot-noise limited measurements of weak 
absorption and in an interferometer [15-171. A frequency-tunable squeezed light source has 
been used to demonstrate improvement in the sensitivity of saturation spectroscopy of atomic 
cesium and to demonstrate fundamental phenomena in the atom-photon interactions [18]. 
Conversion of amplitude-squeezed states to squeezed vacuum states has also been proposed 
[19]. Several experiments were carried out showing that amplitude-squeezed light from diode 
lasers can be used to improve the sensitivities of spectroscopic measurements [21-231. 

In this paper, we present in details our recent experiments on the generation of 
amplitude-squeezed light from a semiconductor diode laser with a weak optical feedback 
from a highly dispersive grating in a simple configuration and, then, on applications of the 
amplitude-squeezed light as a local oscillator in sub-shot-noise Doppler velocity 
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Nondegenerate four-wave mixing (NDFWM) in a double-A system of Rb atomic vapor was achieved for 
collinear pump fields. By comparison of different pump-probe configurations, direct experimental evidence 
of influence of coherent population trapping on the output power of the NDFWM signal was established. A 
maximal efficiency for generating the NDFWM signal exists for a moderate pump power in this double-A 
system. O 1998 Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: 190.0190, 020.0200, 270.0270. 

The atomic coherence effect has been used to enhance 
the efficiency of nonlinear optical In 
particular, four-wave mixing in the double-A sys- 
tems recently gained attention because it was found 
to be advantageous in using coherent population 
trapping to enhance the efficiency of a generated 
~ i g n a l . ~ ? ~  Generally speaking, linear absorption com- 
petes with the nonlinear signal generation at the exact 
one-photon resonance condition. However, in the 
double-A scheme (Fig. I), one can, in principle, reduce 
or even eliminate the linear absorption by preparing 
the system in the coherent population trapping state7 
if long-lived levels 1 and 2 are used. Continuous 
four-wave mixing with high conversion efficiency was 
achieved in a double-A system of N ~ z . ~  However, 
the quantum interference effect is not strong in the 
system used in Ref. 4, because the residual Doppler 
broadening (-100 MHz) in that system is much larger 
than the natural linewidth of atomic transitions and 
the pump fields do not propagate collinearly. The 
influence of coherent population trapping, therefore, 
could not be clearly demonstrated in that experiment. 

In this Letter we report an experimental demonstra- 
tion of nondegenerate four-wave mixing (NDFWM) in a 
double-A configuration of Rb atomic vapor. Unusual 
behavior of signal output power as a function of pump 
power was experimentally observed; i.e., a maxi- 
mum in the generated signal power is reached as the 
pump power increases. By comparing several related 
systems, we have concluded that coherent population 
trapping is the mechanism underlying this inter- 
esting effect. Our double-A system involves four 
magnetic sublevels of 87Rb (see Fig. 1). Such 
hyperfine-type double-A systems are not suitable 
for frequency upconversion owing to the limited 
separations between the hyperfine levels involved. 
However, the advantage of this configuration is that 
the residual Doppler linewidth (-0.01 MHz) is much 
less than the natural linewidth ( -6  MHz) of the 
transitions. If the laser beams are copropagating in 
the same direction, the two-photon resonance (as well 
as the coherent population trapping) is, therefore, 
preserved for all atoms, offering an ideal case for 
investigation of the influence of coherent population 
trapping in a double-A system. 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. Laser 
diode LD1 serves as the pump field, with frequency 
w l .  The pump field's frequency can be scanned across 
the two transition lines F = 1 -, F' = 1 and F' = 2. 
Laser diode LD2 is tuned to the transition of F = 2 -, 
F' = 1 and is modulated by an 812-MHz rf signal. 
Consequently, the carrier and one sideband of LD2 are 
resonant with transition lines F = 2 -, F' = 1 and 
F' = 2, respectively, which act as  pump fields with 
frequencies w2 and wg, as shown in Fig. 1. All three 
beams propagate collinearly and are focused upon 
a temperature-stabilized Rb vapor cell that consists 
of both 87Rb and 85Rb isotopes. Power levels of 25 
and 1 mW for pump fields wz and w l  produce pump 
intensities of 80 and 15 W/cm2, respectively, inside 
the vapor cell. Photodiode Dl  is used to monitor 
the transmission spectrum of pump beam w l  when 
it is scanned. A deflected beam is obtained from 
pump beam w l  by use of an acousto-optic modulator 
configured for upshifting and driven with a rf signal 
of 80 MHz. The w l  + 80 MHz beam is then combined 
with pump beam w l  and the generated nonlinear signal 
at a fast photodiode, D2 (S4752). Finally, the beat 
signal is monitored by a spectrum analyzer. 

The NDFWM process is efficient when the conditions 
4 4  = - 4~ + 4g and A4 = A 1  - A2 + A3 are 
satisfied, where 4; are the phase variations of the 
fields and Ai = wi - wjk are the detunings of field 
frequency wi from the corresponding line centers wjk. 

Note that the fields w2 and wg have fixed phase 
and frequency differences ( 4 g  - 42 = constant, A3 - 
A2 = O), so the conditions for efficient NDFWM are 

F=l 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the four-level double-A system of 
the Rb atom. 
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Abstract 

The intluence of the linewidth of the probe laser on the absorption reduc~ion in a lambda-type three-level system of 
rubidium atoms is studied experimentally. We measure the transmission spectra! profile of the probe laser and find that only 
the resonant frequency components of the probe field pass through the absorbi;!~ atomic medium. O 1997 Elsevier Science 
P - -  

1. Introduction 

In recent years much interest has been focused on the 
effect of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) 
[I-31 because of its potential applications in lasing without 
inversion [4], pulse matching [5,6], modified dispersion 
properties [7,8], and nonlinear optics [9-111. The continu- 
ous-wave EIT effect has been observed in ladder-type, 
lambda-type, and V-type three-level systems in atomic Rb 
vapor [2-4,8,12]. 

It is well known that coherent transparency in a 
Doppler-broadened three-level medium depends not only 
on the two-photon EIT position, but also on the positions 
of the Autler-Townes components for all velocity groups 
of atoms. In short, the Autler-Townes splittings induced 
by the pumping laser increase both the width and the 
amplitude of the transparency window of the probe field 
[13]. However, when the pumping field and the probe field 
have nearly the same wavelength, the two-photon reso- 
nance is almost Doppler free and occurs si~nultaneously 
for all atoms regardless of their velocities. In this case, the 
b'--photon EIT effect dominates the transparency and 

mines the position of the transparency peak of the 
probe field. In this paper, we report an experimental 

-- 
Corresponding author. E-mail: mxiao@comp.uark.edu 

investigation of the frequency matching effect in a 
lambda-type three-level EIT system of rubidium atoms 
using cw dicde lasers. The linewidth of the probe laser is 
adjustable a!iLl can be broadened from less than the natural 
linewidth ot' ;tie atomic transitions ( -  6 MHz) to be much 
larger than tlist (up to 200 MHz). By increasing the probe 
linewidth, ttiz absorption reduction becomes successively 
smaller, which means that the EIT effect is degraded. The 
degradation in the absorption reduction is caused by the 
frequency components that are not matched with the fre- 
quency of the pumping laser and do not satisfy the EIT 
condition in the frequency domain. To  confirm this, we 
measure the spectral profile of the probe laser after it has 
passed through a high-density (optically-thick medium) 
rubidium vapor cell. Our experimental results clearly show 
that the rubidium EIT system is transparent only for the 
frequency components that satisfy the two-photon reso- 
nance condition for a given linewidth of the pumping laser. 
In this case. the filtered probe field is locked in frequency 
relative to the pumping field. 

2. Experimental arrangement 

As shown in Fig. 1, our lambda-type three-level system 
consists of " ~ b  atoms in a Doppler-broadened vapor cell. 
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Resonance transmission in a three-level A-type system of the rubidium D l  line is controlled by adjusting 
the linewidth of the pumping (coupling) laser. With the change of pumping-laser linewidth from several MHz 
to about 100 MHz, the absorption reduction degrades from about 70% to less than 15%. The experimentally 
measured results are in good agreement with a simple theoretical calculation. [S1050-2947(97)09007-01 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, much theoretical and experimental work 
has been focused on the phenomena related to atomic coher- 
ence, such as coherent population trapping (CPT) [I-41 and 
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [5-71. These 
effects are caused by the population trapped states formed by 
the atomic coherence due to coherent coupling of different 
atomic states. The EIT phenomena, which have applications 
in achieving lasing without inversion (LWI) [8] and in en- 
hancing efficiencies in nonlinear optical processes [9,10], 
were demonstrated recently in both ladder-type and A-type 
three-level atomic systems by using continuous diode lasers 
as both the pumping and the probe beams in two-photon 
Doppler-free configurations [6,7]. A simple theoretical treat- 
ment of the EIT effect in a three-level Doppler-broadened 
medium was developed, which gives quite clear physical ex- 
planations to the experimental results including the absorp- 
tion reduction [6,7], dispersion properties [ l  I], and hyperfine 
spectroscopy [12]. Quantitative comparisons between experi- 
mental results and the simple theoretical calculations are im- 
pressive in these previous studies. However, there are still 
many interesting aspects in these multilevel atomic systems 
interacting with laser fields that need to be studied for a full 
understanding of the EIT effect and its applications. For ex- 
ample, although the exact formulas for the influence of laser 
linewidths on the EIT effect were calculated [6], to our 
knowledge, there has been no report on the experimental 
demonstration of such a phenomenon. These linewidths ef- 
fects are important for the understanding and applications of 
the EIT in enhancing nonlinear optical processis [lo], spec- 
troscopy [12], and phase noise correlation in multilevel sys- 
tems [13]. 

In this paper, we report the experimental measurements of 
absorption of a weak probe laser beam passing through a 
rubidium vapor cell in a three-level A-type system while the 
pumping (coupling) laser linewidth is varied from several 
MHz to about 100 MHz. The experimental results are in 
good agreement with theoretical calculations, which provides 
direct evidence of the influence of the laser linewidth on the 
EIT process. 

11. THEORETICAL TREATMENT 

It is well known that for a three-level A-type system, the 
two-photon transition is almost Doppler free, provided the 

pumping laser beam and the probe laser beam have nearly 
the same wavelength and propagate colinearly through the 
atomic vapor cell. The Doppler shifts of the probe laser and 
the pumping laser for the same group of atoms with velocity 
u are canceled in the first order. The steady-state solution of 
the density matrix equations can be easily obtained with the 
assumptions that the strong pumping laser will pump almost 
all the population from one of the lower states (for the pump- 
ing laser) to the other lower state (for the weak probe laser) 
and that the velocity distribution of the atomic vapor is Max- 
wellian. The linear susceptibility of the atomic system for the 
weak probe beam can then be written in the following com- 
pact form [6,7]: 

with the argument 

where erf(z) is the error function with a complex argument 
z, detunings A1 and A2 are defined as the nominal detunings 
for an atom at rest, u / @  is the root-mean-square atomic 
velocity, 2fig12 is the dipole moment matrix element for the 
probe transition, and 0, is the Rabi frequency of the pump- 
ing field. T3, is the dephasing rate for the two lower levels of 
the A-type system. ?= i[T21+ T23+ T31], where T2, and 
T23 are decay rates from the upper state to the two lower 
states, respectively. No refers to the number of the atoms per 
unit volume, and o, is the angular frequency of the probe 
laser. The real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility lead 
to the dispersion and absorption characteristics of the atomic 
medium in the usual way; i.e., the intensity absorption coef- 
ficient is given by a=o ,noxr ' l c ,  where no is the back- 
ground index of refraction. At the center of the absorption 
curve and for a perfectly tuned pumping laser 
(A = A, = O), the absorption coefficient rw is reduced by a 
factor given by 
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Influence of Inj ection-Current Noise on the 
Spectral Characteristics of Semiconductor Lasers 

William H. Burkett, Baolong Lii, and Min Xiao 

Abstract-The spectral characteristics of a semiconductor laser process for the injection-current fluctuations, which modifies 
are altered by injecting additional noise current into its current- the noise force terms in the Langevin equations. With these 
drive port. icontinuously varying spectral linewidth from about modifications, they developed a ~ o m p l e t ~  theory to calculate 
5 MHz to above 100 MHz is achieved experimentally in this 
semiconductor laser. The conditions under which the line shape the linewidth and line shape of a semiconductor laser, with 
changes from a standard Lorenhian shape to a Gaussian shape laser output power and noise current as parameters. For 
as functions of laser oower and noise current are investigated and different values of power and noise current, the linewidth and - 
compared with an existing theoretical treatment. line shape of the semiconductor laser can be quite different. 

Zndex Terms- Current fluctuations, Gaussian, line shape, In this paper, we present detailed experimental studies 
linewidth, noise, semiconductor laser, spectrum. of the linewidth and line shape of a typical semiconductor 

diode laser as a function of noise current for different laser 
powers, paying particular attention to the power-independent 

I. INTRODUCTION 
contribution to the line shape function, which becomes dom- 

S EMICONDUCTOR lasers are widely used in many areas inant for sufficiently high powers (this is a sort of saturation 
of atomic physics research, such as atomic trapping and phenomenon). In our experiments, the rms amplitude of the 

atomic spectroscopy [].I-[41. The spectral characteristics of current fluctuations is a continuously variable parameter. We 
laser sources such as linewidths and line shapes have great found that with a modest increase of noise current added to 
significance in the study of atom-laser interactions. There are the injection current driving the laser, the linewidth can be 
a number of factors which can influence the linewidth and continuously changed from its free-running value of a few 
the line shape of a semiconductor diode laser. For example, megahertz to above 100 MHz. The line shape of the output 
the linewidth, line shape, and frequency stability depend field changes from a standard Lorentzian shape to a Gaussian 
on the temperature of the laser, the dc bias current across shape as the noise current increases. These experimental results 
the heterostructure, and the random fluctuations inherent to are in good agreement with the theoretical calculations of [12]. 
that bias current. It is important in many applications of Our study of this linewidth modification has been motivated 
semiconductor lasers to have as narrow a linewidth as possible. by the need for a laser source that can have a continuously 
Normally, a diode laser is temperature and current stabilized changing linewidth from below the natural linewidth of an 
to maintain the frequency stability and a linewidth below a atomic transition (6 MHz for the d i d i u m  D2 line) to well 
few megahertz to 40 MHz, depending on the specific laser above it. The previous work on a semiconductor laser source 
model and stabilization technique. A great deal of research has with a continuously varying spectral linewidth using external 
gone into developing methods to further reduce linewidths of modulation techniques can only achieve a linewidth tunable 
semiconductor diode lasers with optical feedback techniques range of 100 wz-5 M H ~  [13], which would not be enough 
[I], [2], [S], [6]. The influences of temperature and dc bias for our applications. 
current (and therefore output power) on the linewidth of I, Section 11, we will briefly review the main theoretical 
a diode laser driven by a current with a small amount of results given by [12] that are relevant to our experiments and 
intrinsic noise were studied in detail by several groups, both deduce some simple equations that apply to our experimen- 
experimentally [71-[91 and theoretically [81-[101; it has also tal conditions. In Section 111, we describe our experimental 
been suggested that the increased current fluctuations of a arrangement and conditions. In Section IV,  the experimental 
noisy Power supply may be partially responsible for linewidth measurements on linewidths and line shapes for different dc 
broadening in distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers 11 11. bias current and noise current combinations are presented and 
Later, Agrawal and Roy developed a new theoretical treatment, discussed. Section v serves as a conclusion. 
which improved some assumptions used in earlier theoretical 
models for treating injection~urrent fluctuations [12]. For 11. THEORET~CAL BACKGROUND 
example, Agrawal and Roy assumed a non-Markovian random 

It is known that the linewidth of a semiconductor laser beam 

Manuscript received January 30, 1997; revised July 17, 1997. This work as the laser power increases. Intuitively, one would 
was supported by the Office of Naval Research and the National Science expect that the linewidth would increase with an increase in 
Foundation. the driving current fluctuations. Not only is this the case, but it 
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Amplitude-squeezed light from a quantum-well semiconductor laser with weak optical feedback from 
a highly dispersive grating is employed for laser Doppler anemometry. Up to 2 dB noise reduction 
below the shot-noise level is observed with a feedback factor of 1.5 X Enhanced sensitivity is 
demonstrated in the Doppler measurement of a gas flow velocity with an improvement in the signal to 
noise ratio of 1.0 dB above the shot-noise limit. [S0031-9007(97)02955-41 

PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 42.55.Px, 42.62.Fi 

In recent years, squeezed light exhibiting fluctuations 
below the standard quantum limit (SQL) in one quadrature 
amplitude or in the amplitude of the field has been shown 
to enable precision measurements with sensitivities be- 
yond the SQL [l-41. Quadrature squeezed states of light, 
characterized by reduction of the mean square fluctuation 
in one quadrature component of the field below that of the 
vacuum state, have been used to improve the precision of 
shot-noise limited measurements of weak absorption [2] 
and in interferometry [3]. A frequency-tunable squeezed 
light source has been used to demonstrate improvement 
in the sensitivity of the saturation spectroscopy of atomic 
cesium [4] and to demonstrate fundamental phenom- 
ena in the atom-photon interaction [5]. Amplitude- 
squeezed states of light, featuring photon number 
fluctuations below those of Poissonian statistics, have 
been generated from semiconductor lasers [6-81, and 
have been recently used for nonlinear spectroscopy and 
dark fringe interferometry [9]. Low noise amplification 
has also been demonstrated using sub-Poissonian light 
generated by semiconductor junction light emitters [lo]. 

In this Letter, we demonstrate the application of 
amplitude-squeezed light to laser Doppler anemometry 
with consequent improvement in the sensitivity of ve- 
locity measurements above the shot-noise limit. The 
amplitude-squeezed light was produced from a cooled 
quantum-well semiconductor laser with weak grating 
feedback of - Up to 2 dB of photon number 
squeezing was observed. We have utilized this squeezed 
light source to achieve an improvement in sensitivity of 
1.0 dB beyond the shot-noise limit for the heterodyne 
detection of Doppler-shifted light scattered from a gas 
flow containing smoke particles. 

The laser Doppler technique has been widely used in 
laser Doppler anemometry (LDA), laser radar (LIDAR), 
and in light scattering measurements where an intense co- 
herent light source is required [11,12]. Laser Doppler 
anemometry is a precise optical technique for the mea- 
surement of velocity based on the determination of the 

Doppler shift of light scattered from moving particles. The 
LDA technique has been employed to measure the ve- 
locity distribution of cold atoms trapped in an "optical 
molasses" 1131 and in molecular scattering. The small 
Doppler frequency shifts in the weakly scattered light may 
be detected by an optical heterodyne technique using a 
reference laser beam. The velocity and density of mov- 
ing particles in a fluid can be obtained from the beat 
frequency and beat amplitude. For the experimental ar- 
rangement shown in Fig. 1, the Doppler shift of the scat- 
tered light (dashed line directed to the detector) is given 
by 1121 

ug = (n/A)u . (k, - ko) = (2nulA) sin(a/2), (1) 

with n the index of refraction of the flow medium, u 
the velocity vector of the flow with amplitude u, A the 
wavelength of the laser beam, ko  and k, the unit vectors in 
the directions of the illuminating and scattering (reference) 
beams, respectively, and a the angle between them. 

Blocker 1 
, . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . 

beam M2 

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. Squeezed source: LD-laser 
diode; BS-beam splitter with 94% transmission; NDF- 
neutral density filter; Pol.--polarizer; 1so.-optical isolators; 
L1, L2, L3-optical lenses; PZT-PZT-controlled mirror; M1, 
M2-mirrors; Al, A2-apertures. The laser beam from the 
squeezed source passes through a gas flow twice at an angle 
of a .  The scattered light and the transmitted reference beam 
are collected by a large area pin photodetector (Det.) and 
the output photocurrent is amplified, and fed into a spectrum 
analyzer (SA). 
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Abstract 

For the Noh. Fougers, and Mandel (NFM) operational quantum phase description, which is based on an eight-port 
homodynedetection, we propose the number-difference-phase (ND-P) uncertainty relation and, then, discuss the mechanism 
of generation of ND-P squeezed states. 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that a state is defined to be 
photon-number squeezed if its photon number uncer- 
tainty falls below that of a coherent state, which 
happens at the expense of stretching the correspond- 
ing phase uncertainty [I,2]. The photon-number (or 
amplitude) squeezed state is often referred to as 
sub-Poissonian light because its standard deviation 
falls below that of the Poisson distribution that char- 
acterizes the coherent state. A photon-number 
squeezed state is an ideal minimum-uncertainty one - C_ 

when the condition AAA sin 4= l(cos 4) 1 is satis- 
fied. Based on Susskind-Glogower phase operators 
[3], a number-phase interaction is proposed that is 
analogous to the usual single-mode quadrature- 
squeezing Hamiltonian [4]. However. the Susskind- 

Glogower phase operator is not unitary and cannot 
be a function of a Hermitian angle operator 4. 
According to the definition 

and 

* 
one gets the number-phase uncertainty relations - - - - 
[cos 4, f i ]  = i sin 4. [sin 4, A] = -i cos 4, 

and -- 
[cos 4. sin +I = ti l0)(0l, 

I On leave from the apartment of Material Science and Engi- 
neering. University of Science and Technology of China, ~ e f e i ,  - 2  

Anhui 230026. China. (3)' + (sin 4) = I - 4 ~o)(o 1. 
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We report an experimental observation of the enhancement of nondegenerate four-wave mixing (NDFWM) based 
on electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in a lambda-type three-level system of rubidium atoms. 
We measured both the linear susceptibility Im X$' (absorption) and the third-order nonlinear coefficient 
separately for the NDFWM process at a low atomic density. We found that, owing to the EIT effect, the linear 
absorption term Im xb" is greatly reduced, while the nonlinear generation term X!' is resonantly enhanced, 
permitting us to observe a significant enhancement of the NDFWM signal in an optically dense medium. 
O 1996 Optical Society of America 

Recently there has been much interest in electromag- 
netically induced because of its po- 
tential applications in nonlinear-optical processe~,~.~ 
lasing without inver~ion,~ pulse ma t~h ing ,~  and quan- 
tum noise reduction.' Continuous-wave EIT effects 
have been observed both in a ladder-type three-level 
system3 and a lambda- (A-) type4 three-level system 
in atomic Rb vapor. In particular, quantum interfer- 
ence between the lifetime-broadened dressed states has 
been observed directly, and the dispersion properties 
of EIT have been m e a s ~ r e d . ~ . ~  Enhanced nonlinear- 
optical processes using EIT have also been demon- 
strated in optically dense media with pulsed laser 
fields.'l5 A high phase-conjugate gain owing to co- 
herent population trapping was reported recently in a 
four-level double-A system of sodium vapor by Hemmer 
et a1.' 

In this Letter we report a clear experimental obser- 
vation of an enhanced nondegenerate four-wave mixing 
(NDFWM) process, using the EIT effect in a three-level 
A-type system of Rb atoms with cw diode lasers. The 
key idea of enhancing nonlinear-optical processes by 
use of EIT (Ref. 5) is that the absorption of the gener- 
ated field [related to the linear susceptibility Im xg) ]  
can be substantially reduced as a result of the EIT 
effect while, at the same time, the nonlinear coeffi- 

(3) cient X D  associated with the nonlinear-optical gener- 
ation process is resonantly enhanced. This leads to 
a significant enhancement in nonlinear-optical gener- 
ation in an optically dense medium, in which there 
would be a large absorption for the generated field 
without the EIT effect. In our experiment we first 
measured both the linear susceptibility Im ,y!) (ab- 
sorption) and the third-order nonlinear coefficient X g )  
for the NDFWM process under a low-atomic-density 
(optically thin-medium) condition. The results con- 
firmed the predictions that Im Xj' is reduced while 
x!' is resonantly enhanced as a result of the EIT 
e f f e ~ t . ~  Then we observed the enhancement in the 
generated NDFWM signal under high-atomic-density 
(optically thick-medium) conditions. 

Our A-type three-level system consists of ~b~~ atoms 
in a Doppler-broadened vapor cell. As shown in Fig. 1, 

the two hyperfine levels Fg = 1 and Fg = 2, spaced 
by 6.8 GHz, of the ground-state 5Svz serve as the 
two lower states of the A system. The excited state 
5Pm, Fe = 1 serves as the common upper state.4 The 
other hyperfine level of the excited state (5Pm, Fe = 2) 
is 814 MHz away (outside the Doppler-broadening 
linewidth), and its effect can be neglected. The 
NDFWM is in a forward configuration, i.e., one 
pumping wave (with frequency w2) is on resonance 
with the F, = 2 to Fe = 1 transition, and the other 
pumping wave w l  is far off resonance (with 450-MHz 
detuning) with the Fg = 1 to Fe = 1 transition. As 
the weak probe wave w, is tuned to be wz - 450 MHz, 
a phase-conjugate wave w, will be generated at  a 
resonant frequency with the Fg = 1 to F, = 1 tran- 
sition, satisfying the phase-matching condition of 
w l  + wz = w, + w,. In steady state most atoms will 
be optically pumped to the ground state Fg = 1. If 
there were no EIT effect, the generated conjugate 
wave at frequency w, would be greatly absorbed by the 

Fig. 1. NDF'WM based on EIT in a three-level A-system 
of Rbs7 atoms. Pumping waves are at frequencies w l  and 
wz, and the probe wave is at frequency w,. The phase- 
conjugate wave is generated at the frequency o, = ol + 
wz - up and experiences transparency produced by the 
pumping wave at frequency wz. 

O 1996 Optical Society of America 
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Coherent population trapping and electromagnetically induced transparency 
in multi-Zeeman-sublevel atoms 
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We present a general formalism for studying the interaction between laser fields and degenerate-zeeman- 
sublevel atoms correct up to the first order in the weak probe field. We derive from this theory the equations 
of motion for a A-type system involvingSl12, F=2++PIl2, F' = 1 ++Sl12, F= 1 transitions in * ' ~ b  atoms. These 
equations are used to numerically investigate the coherent population trapping (CPT) schemes in the Sl12, 
F= 2t.Pl12, F' = l transition induced by a linearly polarized pumping field and the electromagnetically in- 
duced transparency exhibited in the weak probe spectrum in the SIl2, F= I -PII2, F f  = 1 transition. We discuss 
the effects of the CPT on the probe spectrum with and without the Doppler broadenings by comparing the 
probe spectrum derived from the real system with that derived from an ideal A-type system. We show that the 
atoms in the CPT states are shielded from interacting with the probe field while those in the absorbent states 
make contributions to the weak probe by the Raman anti-Stokes process, and the effect of the real system on 
the probe field becomes equivalent to the ideal A system only in the strong CPT parameter regime. 

PACS number(s): 42.50.G~ 42.50.Hz, 42.65.An 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) and las- 
ing without inversion (LWI) were originally predicted from 
theoretical studies of three- or four-level atomic systems 
(simple models) interacting with scalar fields [I-81. How- 
ever, the experimental demonstrations [9-171 of these phe- 
nomena were often carried out in atoms such as sodium 
[lo,  141 and rubidium [15- 171, where each energy level con- 
sists of several Zeeman sublevels, interacting with polarized 
fields. The theoretical analysis based on simple models indi- 
cates that the foundations of EIT and LWI are the atomic 
coherence and the destructive quantum interference among 
different transition pathways. However, the atomic coherence 
terms and the possible interference pathways increase qua- 
dratically with the total number of levels (including the Zee- 
man sublevels), which can easily exceed 10 in the energy 
schemes of real atoms. One may question whether the main 
features predicted from simple models can survive in real 
atomic systems. 

Consider an ideal A system in Fig. l(a), where the excited 
level 3 is coupled to level 2 by a pumping field and to level 
1 by a weak probe field, and level 1 holds all the atoms. 
Harris, Field, and Imamoglu [4] have shown theoretically 
that such a medium becomes transparent to the weak probe 
at its resonance frequency, assuming that level 2 is meta- 
stable (or, equivalently, has a very small decay rate). This 
phenomenon (known as EIT) can be interpreted simply as a 
result of destructive interference between the 1-3 single- 
photon transition and the 1-3-2 two-photon transition via 
the 2-1 atomic coherence. The experimental demonstration 
of EIT has been reported by Harris, Field, and Imamoglu in 

pler and collisional broadenings. Recently, Li and Xiao [16] 
have conducted an EIT experiment by employing two ground 
hyperfine levels in the " ~ b  atom as levels 2 and 1. Since the 
two lower levels differ from each other in the order of mi- 
crowave frequency, the two-photon-resonance condition in a 
copropagating configuration becomes almost Doppler free 

a heated Sr atomic vapor [9]. In their experiment, because 
level 2 differs from level 1 in the order of optical frequency, FIG. 1. Schematics of (a) the ideal A system and (b) the A 
a very high pumping power was used to overcome the Dop- system with level 2 being a degenerate doublet. 
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Abstract 

We find a representation in which the two-mode phase operator J(it + bt) l (at  + a )  manifestly exhibits its phase 
behavior. With this representation, the phase operator is more applicable to further illustrating the Shapiro-Wagner phase 
measurement approach. The technique of integration within an ordered product of operators is essential in our discussion. 

1. Introduction 

The question of defining a quantum phase operator 
for the electromagnetic field is a great challenge in 
quantum mechanics and quantum optics. Quite a few 
proposals were made to define quantum phase opera- 
tors that would be consistent with quantum mechanics 
and coincide with an experimental measurement, of 
which the frequently discussed an? issued by Susskind 
and Glogower [ 1 1, Pegg and Bpnett [2],  Paul [3], 
Noh, Fougires, and Mandel [4]  ,,and Shapiro and Wag- 
ner (S-W) [5]. The main proizlem for illustrating the 
quantum phase lies in the lack of a suitably defined 
quantum phase operator, which is Hermitian and is 
measurable experimentally. In this work, we concen- 
trate on the concept of a feasible phase measurement 
scheme proposed by Shapiro and Wagner in 1984 [5], 
which was based on the simultaneous detection of 
quadrature components using a heterodyne detection 

Permanent address. 

method. In this S-W scheme, the phase of the com- 
plex amplitude of the signal and idler (image) fields 
is measured with a heterodyne detection arrangement. 
The output of the heterodyne detection is associated 
with the measurement of the complex amplitude, 

where ii and 6 are si nal and idler modes, respectively, 
with [ii,iit] = (6, f t ]  = 1. since fl = 6t + a  com- 
mutes with 9, [P, f t ] = 0. This is essential in simul- 
taneous measurements of the two quadrature compo- 
nents. 

Hradil [6,7] then pointed out that the detection of 
the same quantity, as given in Eq. ( I ), can be achieved 
with a double homodyne detection scheme. By ex- 
tending the idea of the Susskind-Glogower phase op- 
erator introduced as a polar decomposition of the an- 
nihilation operator [ 1 ], he defined a phase operator 
(or phase-like variable) as 

0375-9601196/$12.00 Copyright @ 1996 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Abstract 

We introduce a new type of single-mode squeezed coherent states ( z) , .  which differs from the conventional squeezed 
states in that its displacement parameter depends on its squeezing parameter. By tuning the relative strength of the two 
complex parameters involved, this new state I z), can reduce to the simple coherent state, the coordinate eigcnstate, or the 
momentum eigenstate. The properties of the new state I z ) ,  including its overcompleteness relation are investigated. 

PACS: 42.50.D~; 42.50.L~; 03.65.Ca 

f 

As is commonly known in quantum optics, single-mode coherent squeezed states, which are generated 
through nonlinear optical interactions between coherent optical fields and nonlinear media (for a review of 
squeezed states, see, for example. Ref. [ID, are constructed either by [2] 

4 
Iz ,  A ) ~ 8 ( z ) ~ ( A ) l 0 ) = s e e h 1 ~ '  A exp[-+I  z l ' + d t + f ( t i t - z * )  tanh A] 10). (1) 

which is called ideal squeezed state in Ref. [2], or by 

I A, z )  = $(A)b(z) 10) 

= sech112 A exp[- f I z I + St sech A + f tanh A (2" - r2)]  10). 

which is called two-photon ceherent state in Ref. [2]. &A) is the single-mode squeezing operator given by 

and 6 ( z )  is the displacement operator given by 

Mailing address. 
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Abstract 

We point out that the eigenkets 1 z) * of the boson creation operator iit can be used to consmct the complex P 
representation with the contour encircling the origin. A completeness relation composed of ( z), and the unnormalized 
coherent sate (Z 11 provides the basis for these complex P representations. 

In quantum optics theory, the density operator /i 
is often used to describe nonlinear optical processes 
and transform the operator equations into c-number 
Fokker-Planck (FP) equations with the use of the 
Glauber-Sudarshan (GS) P representation [1,2]. 
Faced with the difficulty that, for sqhe systems, a 
steady solution to the FP equation in terms of GS P 
representation does not exist, Qrumrnond and Gar- 
diner proposed the so-called coqnplex P representa- 
tion of f i  by defining [3,4] - 

where a and p are complex variables to be inte- 
grated on individual contours C and C'. ( a) and 

Permanent address. 

( /3 I are the coherent states [5]. This special repre- 
sentation may take on complex values so that in no 
sense can it have any probability distribution inter- 
pretation. However, it is useful to give exact results 
for certain problems and physical observables such 
as all the single correlation functions (see Refs. 
[3-5D. 

On the other hand, there exists a contour integra- 
tion form of the completeness relation in fundamen- 
tal quantum mechanics which had been overlooked 
for many years. This completeness relation is com- 
posed by both the u ~ o d i z e d  coherent-state 
eigenvector 11 z) of the annihilation operator 2 and 
the eigenvector I z )  , of the creation operator $. As 
shown in Refs. [61 and [7], the eigenket 1 z )  , of dt 
(called the dual vectors of I( 2)) can be constructed 
by the contour integration form of the Gfunction. 
This motivates us to think about the relationship 
between iit 's eigenvector and the complex P repre- 
sentation. In this work, we shall point out that, like 
the GS P representation originated from the coher- 
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We introduce the Wigner operator &(z. p )  for the rotated quadrature phases and use 
the technique of integration within an ordered product of operatorsJo derive its ex- 
plicitly simpler form. Based on this, the mutual relations between Ae(z, p) and the 
corresponding marginal probability distribution operator can be easily revealed. The 
Wigner function theory is thus be recasted into a more elegant and concise formalism. 
The squeezing in rotated quadrature phase is diiussed with the same method. 

1. Introduction 

For quantum mechanical system, it is impossible to specify simultaneously the p e  
sition ẑ  and the momentum p^ of the particles. As a result, it is hard to define a 
distribution function on the phase space which can be interpreted as a probability 
density. However, Wignerl was the first to introduce a function which is formally 
analogous to the classical probability density. In Ref. 2 Feynman introduced the 
Wigner function as follows: If there is any density function f(x,p) in quantum 
mechanics that satisfies 

where P(z)  (P(p)) ys proportional to the probability for finding the particle at z 
(at p in momentum space). The solution is the Wigner function 

where p is a density r n a t r i ~ . ~ . ~  
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bydiode-laser frequency switching 
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We report observation of coherent transient amplification that is due to free-induction decay and optical 
nutation in inhomogeneously broadened rubidium atoms by a sudden switch of diode-laser frequency. An 
amplification coefficient of 2.2 x lo-' cm-' is observed when the diode-laser frequency, initially tuned to the 
blue side of the Doppler-broadened absorption profile, is switched to be out of resonance by application of a 
step-function pulsed injection current. The transition from free-induction decay to optical nutation is observed 
and discussed. O 1996 Optical Society of America 

PACS numbers: 42.50.Hz, 32.70.-n, 42.25.Bs, 42.65.h. 

Optical coherent transients are interesting and use- 
ful phenomena in the study of matter-radiation 
interaction.'.' In an atomic system driven by a co- 
herent laser field, when the frequency of the field 
is suddenly switched from on resonance to off reso- 
nance or vice versa, coherent transients, e.g., optical 
free-induction decay (FID) and optical nutation, could 
be observed in the transmitted amplitude of the 
probe field. This optical coherent transient technique 
was applied to the measurement of the long decay 
times of solid materials.' In the early studies3 fre- 
quency switching was achieved when a Stark field 
or a strong light pulse was suddenly applied to shift 
the atomic levels to be on or off resonance with the 
frequency of the weak probe laser. Later, laser 
frequency-switching techniques were used to shift the 
probe-laser frequency, and the atomic levels were left 
~ n ~ e r t u r b e d . ~ , ~ .  In those experiments laser frequency 
switching was achieved by three different techniques 
that used an extracavity acousto-optic modulator] an 
intracavity electro-optic modulator, or an extracavity 
electro-optic modulator. However, as pointed out in 
Ref. 1, some substantial disadvantages were present in 
these techniques and have limited their applications 
in optical coherent transients. 

In this Letter we report an optical coherent transient 
experiment in which a simple, new technique is used to 
switch the laser frequency of a diode laser. In a free- 
running diode laser one can achieve a large frequency 
shift by simply applying a small pulse current to modu- 
late the bias current of the diode laser.6 One can tune 
the initial frequency of the diode laser by changing the 
dc bias current and the temperature. Using this new 
technique, we study the transition from FID to opti- 
cal nutation in an inhomogenously broadened two-level 
atomic system. Under the appropriate circumstances, 
when the amplification that is due to FID is larger than 
the absorption that is due to optical nutation, transient 
amplification can be observed for the probe laser beam. 
Because only one weak coherent (probe) laser beam is 
used in this experiment the observation of coherent 
transient amplification for the laser beam is accom- 

plished with most of the atoms in their ground state (or 
without population inversion between the upper level 
and the lower level). The observed coherent transient 
effects in a Doppler-broadened two-level transition by 
frequency switching of a diode laser are related to 
the recently developed diode-laser noise spectroscopy," 
in which the diode-laser frequency shift is random 
in time with a randomly fluctuating amplitude. Re- 
cently a nutation effect that was due to dynamic Stark 
switching in a three-level system of nuclear magnetic 
transitions was reported,' and transient gain without 
population inversion with enhanced dispersion was dis- 
cussed in an electromagnetically induced transparency 
in three-level A-type and cascade-type atomic  system^.^ 

The experiment is done with the 87Rb D 1 line (5Sllz- 
5Pvz). As shown in Fig. 1, a negative pulse voltage 
from an electrical pulse generator is applied to the bias 
current of a multi-quantum-well diode laser through 
a wideband bias T (Mini-Circuits ZFBT-6GW). Both 
the fall time and the rise time of the pulse are 
-2.5 ns. The pulsed injection current generated in 
the laser diode is 0-4.0 rnA, imposed on a dc-bias 
injection current of 130 mA, which causes a decrease 
of less than 5.0% in the output intensity of the diode 
laser. This pulsed injection current will cause a 
large frequency shift from 0 to 360 MHz. As Ref. 6 

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement. The frequency of the 
diode laser is switched by application of a negative pulsed 
injection current: LD, laser diode; FI, Faraday isolator; 
PG, pulse generator; AP, aperture; APD, avalanche photo- 
diode; Osc., sampling oscilloscope. Inset: laser frequency 
switching related to atomic transition. 
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Single-mode diode laser with a large 
frequency-scanning range based on weak grating 
feedback 

Shaozheng Jin, Yongqing Li, and Min Xiao 

A single-mode G a A k  diode laser with over 90% output-coupling power and a large frequency-scanning 
range is reported. Based on grating feedback in the Littrow configuration, it is demonstrated that, 
with weak feedback (1.5 X 10-3 in this experiment), over a 7.5-GHz continuous tuning range can be 
achieved around tuning gaps of free-running operation. A frequency self-locking effect is also 
demonstrated in this system. 

Key words: Diode laser, dispersive feedback. o 1996 Optical Society ofAmerica 

1. Introduction 
In recent years, diode lasers have been widely used 
because of their flexible tunability, reliability, and 
simple operation. With the successful improve- 
ments in the spectral properties of these lasers, such 
as linewidth narrowing (sub-megahertz) and a large 
continuous tuning range (up to a few nanometers) 
without mode hopping, diode lasers are used as 
tunable coherent sources in many fields, including 
atomic spectroscopy1 and quantum  optic^.^ Several 
high-power laser systems are even injection locked 
in frequency with diode lasers as  seeding sources.3r4 

However, i t  is a well-known fact that the wave- 
length of a free-running diode laser usually cannot 
be tuned continuously over its whole gain range 
above the lasing threshold because of the existence of 
discontinuities (or gaps) in the wavelength-tuning 
curve over temperature and injection current. In 
many cases, a desirable wavelength is not achievable 
with simple adjustments of temperature and current 
in the free-running condition. In order to get a 
desired wavelength that lies in one of those gaps, 
several different techniques are developed by the use 
of optical feedback from a diffraction grating,5 an 
external reflector,= a thin Btalon plate,7 a confocal 
Fabry-Perot (CFP) c a ~ i t y , ~  and so on. Among these 

The authors are with the Department of Physics, University of 
Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701. 
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methods, the grating feedback and the CFP cavity 
feedback are the most common ways for obtaining a 
large tuning range. The dispersive feedback from a 
CFP cavity forces the frequency of the diode laser to 
be locked to the cavity-resonance frequency, and 
such a frequency-stabilized laser output with a 
narrow linewidth (a few tens of kilohertz) can be 
achieved with weak feedback of as low as to 

However, this method is very sensitive to the 
returning phase of the feedback beam. When the 
output wavelength is tuned by changing the reso- 
nant frequency of the CFP cavity, servo electronics is 
needed to control the distance between the diode 
laser and the CFP cavity synchronously, and the 
injection current for the diode laser has to be modu- 
lated with a rf frequency to get the error ~ i g n a l . ~  
Grating feedback is another effective but relatively 
simple method to achieve a large frequency-tuning 
range (although with less improvement over the 
laser linewidth, simply for the reason that the 
dispersive FWHM of a common grating is usually 3 
orders of magnitude larger than that of a normal 
CFP resonatorlo) and no servo electronics is needed. 
However, a conventional wisdom is that a relatively 
large amount of feedback intensity (typically more 
than 25%) is required to achieve a scanning range of 
a few gigahertz.ll This will obviously introduce a 
big loss in the output power of the diode-laser 
system. For many applications of diode lasers, one 
needs not only a large scanning range, but also as  
much usable output power as possible. 

In this paper, a system of a single-mode GaAlAs 
diode laser with a high output-coupling power and a 
large frequency-scanning range without mode hop- 

1436 APPLIED OPTICS / Vol. 35, NO. 9 / 20 March 1996 
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By contour integration we show that the phase operator e q  (one of the pair of Susskind-Glogower 
operators) also possesses eigenkets 1 y), , which are the dual vector of 3 ' s  eigenkets. The properties of Iy), 
are studied and we see that ly), and 3 ' s  eigenkets can also make up a phase-state representation. 
[S 1050-2947(96)01212-71 

PACS number(s): 42.50.Dv, 03.65.Ca 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The phases of optical fields play the decisive role in many 
optical phenomena, particularly in diffraction and interfer- 
ence of light. Therefore much attention has been paid to the 
problem of defining and measuring an appropriate phase for 
radiation fields [I-31. There are quite a few ways to propose 
phase operators. For example, Paul [4] defined the phase 
operator by the diagonal coherent state representation (called 
Glauber-Sudarshan P representation) as 

where lz) is the coherent state. 
One can also use Weyl correspondence [5,6] to map a 

classical phase e i e  onto a quantum-mechanical operator by 

where ~ ( a , a * )  is the Wigner operator, usually expressed as 
an integration, 

Using the technique of integration within an ordered product 
(IWOP) of operators [7], one can derive the explicit normally 
ordered form of A(a,a*) [see Eq. (2.1) in Ref. [8]], 

*Permanent address. 

Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eqs. (1) and (2), respec- 

tively, one can obtain the explicit form of $ and 2. 
Another widely used and apparently easier phase operator 

is the Susskind-Glogower (SG) phase operator [2]. This 
phase operator comes from classical optics by introducing 
the phase as the "approximate" polar decomposition of the 
annihilation and creation operators, e.g., 

Although the SG phase operators are nonunitary, as 

e';;be-=1 and >e';;b=1-10)(01, (7) 

where 10) is the ground state, and 10)(01 effectively vanishes 
for those states with a negligible vacuum component, they 
are still widely used and studied in theoretical calculations in 
quantum optics [9]. Despite the fact that a more practical 
way is to operationally define a phase operator for a given 
experimental arrangement as was done by Mandel and co- 
workers [lo], an appropriate phase operator can still be very 
useful in theoretical investigations of quantized radiation 
fields. Thus it will be helpful to investigate the SG phase 
operator in more detail. In Ref. [I I], the relation between SG 
phase operators and the inverse operators a^-' and ( i t ) - '  are 
shown as 

which indicates that the nonunitarity of SG phase operators 
is intrinsically related to the noncommutative property of a  ̂
and ri-' [it and (it)-'], e.g., 

which implies that â  and it cannot have regular polar de- 
compositions due to their singularities. ~ = $ a ^  is the num- 
ber operator. 

The eigenstate of 3 is given by [12] 
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Inversionless lasing and photon statistics in a V-type atomic system 
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We analyze intensity and statistical properties of lasers without population inversion in a closed three-level 
V-type system. We derive the threshold condition and examine the intensity dependence on various system 
parameters. Unlike other inversionless laser systems that generate amplitude-squeezed light, the intensity 
fluctuation of the inversionless laser from the three-level V-type system is above the shot-noise limit in a wide 
parameter range studied here. 

PACS number(s): 42.55.Ah, 42.50.Hz, 32.80.B~ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently considerable attention has been directed to the 
study of lasing without the requirement of population inver- 
sion (LWI). Quite a few models have been proposed, and the 
conditions for the onset of lasing action have been examined 
[I- 101. Experimentally, laser action related to a noninverted 
population in a strongly driven two-level system has been 
demonstrated before [ l  1 - 131, and light amplification without 
population inversion in multilevel atomic systems has been 
reported in a number of recent publications [14-181. Inter- 
estingly, the optical coherence and quantum interference as- 
sociated with the light amplification may lead to unusual 
statistical properties in inversionless lasers. Aganval showed 
that lasers without inversion may have a narrower linewidth 
than that of conventional lasers [19]. Gheri and Walls [20] 
found that amplitude-squeezed light can be generated in an 
inversionless, three-level A system. Amplitude-squeezed las- 
ing may also be found in a four-level cyclic atomic system 
pumped by a single coherent field [21]. 

Sub-Poissonian photon statistics have been measured in 
diode lasers with noise-suppressed pump current [22]. Re- 
cently it has been shown that sub-Poissonian light can also 
be generated by dynamic pump noise suppression [23-261. 
The basic principle is that the recycling of many incoherent 
steps leads to highly regular pumping, and results in sub- 
Poissonian photon statistics. In an inversionless laser, two 
factors may contribute to the noise deduction: first, the fast 
coherent cycling of electrons between states connected by a 
two-phonon scattering process leads to the highly regulated 
absorption and emission processes; second the disappearance 
of the population inversion leads to a depleted atomic popu- 
lation in the upper lasing state, which decreases the sponta- 
neous emission noises. The combination of these two mecha- 
nisms can reduce the laser amplitude noise to below the shot 
noise limit. For laser without inversion in the three-level A 
system, overall the maximum amplitude squeezing of 50% is 
predicted [20]. For the four-level inversionless system, the 
amplitude squeezing may reach a level of more than 50% 
below the shot-noise limit [21]. Naturally, a question arises: 
does an inversionless laser always generate amplitude- 
squeezed light? In this paper, we present an analysis of laser 

intensity and statistical properties of an inversionless three- 
level V system, and show that under reasonable operating 
conditions, no amplitude-squeezed light can be generated in 
the inversionless V system. 

XI. THREE-LEVEL V-TYPE SYSTEM 

Our model consists of an ensemble of N closed three- 
level V-type atoms confined in an optical cavity with photon 
loss rate 2 K .  The atoms have ground state 1 l ) ,  and excited 
states 12) and ( 3 ) ,  as illustrated in Fig. 1. The transition 
ll)-12) of frequency w2,  is driven by a strong coherent 
field of frequency w ,  with Rabi frequency 252. The transi- 
tion 11)-(3) of frequency w 3 ,  is incoherently pumped with 
a rate A .  g is the cavity-atom coupling coefficient. 2 yij is 
the spontaneous decay rate from state / i )  to state Ij). We 
treat classically the external coherent field which drives the 
transition 1 1)- 12), but keep the cavity field quantized. In 
the electric-dipole and rotating-wave approximations, the 
system Hamiltonian (setting f i  = 1 ) can be written as 

FIG. I. V-type three-level model for lasing without population 
inversion. )3)-+11) is the lasing transition. 
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Observation of an electromagnetically induced change of absorption 
in multilevel rubidium atoms 

Yong-qing Li, Shao-zheng Jin, and Min Xiao 
Department of Physics, University of Arkansas, Fayefteville, Arkansas 72701 

(Received 3 Feb 1994) 

A 64.4% reduction in absorption at the rubidium 0 2  line is observed when a pumping field at 775.8 nm is 
tuned on resonance to the transition between the excited states 5P3,* and 5D5,,. As the pumping field is tuned 
off resonance, an absorption peak appears at the side of the Doppler-broadened 0 2  line. This modification in 
absorption is related to pumping-induced atomic coherence in this three-level ladder-type system. This experi- 
ment is done in a Rb vapor cell at room temperature and with cw diode lasers for both pumping and probe 
beams in a Doppler-free configuration. 

PACS number(s): 42.50.Rh, 42.SO.Md, 32.80.Wr, 42.65.K~ 

Atomic coherence in a three-level system interacting with 
two near-resonant monochromatic fields was studied many 
years ago [I-41. The effect of an electromagnetically in- 
duced transparency (EIT) observed recently [5] is a result of 
atomic coherence induced between atomic levels and a spe- 
cial case of the general formalism given by Whitley and 
Stroud [I] and others [3]. However, the EIT effect is differ- 
ent from the previous known effects in three-level atoms; 
e.g., coherent population trapping [1,2] and three-level laser 
spectroscopy [3,4]. The EIT effect is a 'modification of the 
absorption profile of an atomic transition when the upper 
level is coherently coupled to a third level by a strong laser 
field. Under the proper conditions, the absorption of a weak 
probe beam at the resonance frequency with the probed tran- 
sition can be substantially reduced. Due to the reduced ab- 
sorption, the EIT effect in an optically thick medium has 
possible applications in nonlinear optics [6], lasing without 
inversion [7], enhancement of dispersion [8], and quantum 
noise reduction [9]. Harris's group demonstrated the EIT ef- 
fect with pulsed lasers in a three-level A-type system of 
strontium and a three-level ladder-type system of lead [5]. In 
their experiment with three-level ladder-type lead atoms, the 
probe beam and the pumping (or coupling) beam propagate 
collinearly through the lead vapor cell. The essential require- 
ment for observing EIT in their experiments is that the Rabi 
frequency of the pumping field has to exceed the inhomoge- 
neously broadened width of the transition line, which re- 
quires a strong pulsed laser as pumping field. 

In this paper, we report the observation of an electromag- 
netically induced modification of the absorption in the three- 
level ladder-type system of rubidium atoms with cw diode 
lasers. In our experiment, the probe beam and the pumping 
beam are in a counterpropagating configuration, which en- 
ables us to lower the requirement of pumping power and, 
therefore, use cw diode lasers for both pumping and probe 
beams. The relevant energy levels are shown in Fig. 1. The 
pumping laser at 775.8 nm couples the upper transition from 
state 5P3n (state 12)) to state 5DSn (state 13)) and the probe 
laser at 780.0 nm couples one hypetfine transition of state 
5SlI2 (F= 3) (state I I ) )  to state 5P,12 (state 12)), which is 
the Rb 0 2  line. Since frequencies of the pumping and probe 
lasers are continuously tunable within several gigahertz in 
our experiment, we can study the transition from on- 

resonance pumping, which reduces probe absorption (the 
EIT effect), to off-resonance pumping, which increases probe 
absorption due to the two-photon transition. Due to the 
Doppler-free nature of the two-photon excitation scheme 
( 5 s  ,12-5P3,2-5 DSn) in this three-level system, we can use 
lower-power lasers to observe the EIT effect in an inhomo- 
geneously broadened vapor medium. 

To understand the modification of the probe absorption, 
noting Fig. 1, in the absence of the 775.8-nm pumping laser, 
the 780.0-nm probe beam will be absorbed by the Doppler- 
broadened (1)-(2)  transition with about 540 MHz full width 
at room temperature. With the pumping laser present, the 
atomic coherence between states ( 1 )  and ( 3 )  is produced via 
a two-photon transition from 11) to 13). When the resonance 
condition (A w,+ A w,= 0)  is satisfied, the absorption of the 
probe laser on the (1)-(2)  transition will be greatly modified, 
where A w,- w, - w12 is the detuning of the probe laser, 
Awc= wC-w23 is the detuning of the pumping laser, 
wp,wc are the frequencies of the probe and pumping (or 
coupling) lasers, and w 12, W23 are the resonant frequencies of 
the ( 1)-(2)  and (2) - (3)  transitions, respectively. Two effects 
on the 11)-(2) absorption are expected by the modification of 
the two-photon transition. One is two-photon absorption, 
which enhances the absorption for the probe laser, and the 
other effect is the EIT effect, which leads to a reduction in 
absorption. As pointed out in Ref. [5], when the Rabi fre- 
quency f l c  of the pumping laser is much less than the square 
root of the product of the Doppler width AwD of the (1) -  
13) transition and the detuning A w,= w,- w12 of the probe 

775 8 nrn 

1 wp .\ r2 
780 nrn 

FIG. 1. Relevant energy levels of the neutral rubidium atom. 
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We describe the transient behavior of an electromagnetically induced transparency in three-level atomic 
systems. When the coupling field is switched on, the absorption for the probe field is oscillatorily damped 
to its new steady-state (transparent) value. Transient gain without population inversion and enhancement of 
dispersion are discussed. A realistic system for experimental testing of these effects is presented. 

It has recently been shown that when a strong 
(coupling) field is applied to one transition (12)- 13)) 
of a three-level system, as shown in Fig. 1, a weak 
probe field tuned to the other transition (11)-12)) sees 
reduced absorption even with most of the atoms in the 
ground state 11).'-~ This electromagnetically induced 
transparency (EIT) effect is an essential mechanism 
for lasing without inversion5s6 and has attracted much 
recent theoretical interest, e.g., for the reduction of 
quantum noise,7 for quantum correlation,' and for pulse 
ma t~h ing .~  The EIT effect has promising applications 
in nonlinear optics2 and also exists in solid materi- 
als.'' The dispersive properties of EIT have been 
discussed" and measured e~perimentally.~ Transient 
behaviors of lasing without inversion systems were 
also discussed.12 

In this Letter we discuss the transient properties 
of EIT in three-level atomic svstems. The motivation 
arises from cw-induced transparency experiments3s4 
in which the absorption and dispersion properties 
in steady states were measured. The questions 
are: When the coupling field is switched on, how 
fast can the atomic medium become transparent for 
the probe field? Is this response time limited by 
atomic decay rates or by the Rabi frequency (a2) of 
the coupling field? The transient properties of EIT 
are very important for its potential application in 
an optical switch, in which the transmission of a 
highly absorptive medium is optically controlled by 
an additional coupling field. By solving the time- 
dependent density-matrix equations, we found that, 
as the coupling field is switched on, under the right 
circumstances the amount of probe absorption by the 
atomic medium acts as the amplitude of a damped 
harmonic oscillator. The absorption becomes negative 
(or gain) at time scale a2-l and then oscillatorily 
approaches its steady-state (transparent) value at  the 
time scale of lifetime of the state 12). 

We begin with the density-matrix equations 
of a ladder-type three-level system, as shown in 
Fig. l(a). All the results and discussions are appli- 
cable to the A-type three-level system. We assume 
that a cw weak probe field is tuned to the transition 
11)-12). The cw coupling field tuned to transition 
12)-(3) is switched on at  time t = 0. The equations 
for the matrix elements of the atomic density operator 
take the form3 

a I . a; 
Pzl = (iAl - YZI)PZI + i (PZZ - ~ 1 1 )  - r 7 P31, ( la )  

with the condition pll + pz2 + p33 = 1. yij = (ri + rj)/2; 
r2 and r3 are the decay rates from level 12) to level 11) 
and from level 13) to level 12), respectively; level 11) is the 
ground state (rl = 0); Al  = w l  - w21 and A2 = wz - ~ 3 2  

are the detunings of the probe and coupling fields, and 
Rl and az are their Rabi frequencies; and w21 and ~ 3 2  

9 .  
1 1  

; rz 
: Probe 
I , - Il> 

Purn 
I Probe 

- -x-X- (2d> 12d> 
4 - 13d> : 13d> , 

-(I> - Il> 

(c) 

Fig. 1. (a) Ladder-type three-level system; (b) A-type 
system. The coupling laser is denoted by the solid line 
and the probe laser by the dashed line. (c) Dressed-state 
pictures: left, atoms in level 11) will not absorb probe laser 
light; right, stimulated emission of the excited atoms by the 
probe laser. 
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Observation of quantum interference between dressed states 
in an electromagnetically induced transparency 

Yong-qing Li and Min Xiao 
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(Received 31 January 1995) 

We report on an experimental observation of quantum interference between two dressed states created 
by a coherent pumping laser in an electromagnetically induced transparency. In a A-type three-level 
atomic system in rubidium vapor, we reduce the Rabi frequency of the pumping laser in one arm down 
below the spontaneous decay rate of the common excited state and still observe a narrow dip with sub- 
natural linewidth in the absorption curve of a probe beam in another arm. This clearly demonstrates 
that the absorption reduction at the low pumping intensity is mainly due to the interference between the 
two dressed states, not due to the ac-Stark-shift effect. 

PACS numberk): 42.50.Rh, 42.50.Md, 32.80.Wr, 42.65.K~ 

Recently, Imamoelu and Harris have shown that des- 
tructive interference between dressed lifetime-broadened 
states created by an additional (pumping) electromagnetic 
field produces a zero absorption (dip) in the absorption 
profiie of a weak probe field in a thiee-level atomid sys- 
tem [I]. This destructive interference between the transi- 
tion probability amplitudes from the ground state to the 
excited doublets (dressed states) is a Fano-type interfer- 
ence and plays a n  important role in lasing without inver- 
sion [2,3] and in electromagnetically induced transparen- 
cy (EIT) [4-71. However, in all the previous E I T  experi- 
ments [4- 71, the pumping Rabi frequency is relatively 
large compared to  the lifetime-broadened decay rate of 
the dressed states and, therefore, the reduction in the ab- 
sorption at  resonance is the result of a combination of the 
ac-Stark shift and the interference of dressed states [4]. 
In this paper, we report an experiment done in a 
Doppler-broadened rubidium vapor cell with the pump- 
ing Rabi frequency well below the decay rate of the 
dressed states. A narrow dip with subnatural linewidth 
in the center of the absorption profile was observed. Due 
to the fact that the ac-Stark shift has a negligible contri- 
bution to  the dip in the absorption profile for the pump- 
ing Rabi frequency used in our experiment, the observed 
reduction in the absorption profile is direct evidence of 
interference between the dressed lifetime-broadened 
states. 

Note in Fig. 1, when a resonant pumping field (with 
Rabi frequency R,) is applied to  the transition 13 )- 12 ), 
the common excited state ( 2 )  can be viewed as two 
dressed states ( )2d ) and 13d ) 1, separated by pumping 
Rabi frequency R, through the ac-Stark splitting or  
Autler-Townes effect. When a weak probe beam (with 
Rabi frequency R , )  is tuned to  the transition from state 
11 ) to the middle of the two dressed states 12d ) and (3d ) 
(which is the transition 11 )-12) in the bare-state pic- 
ture), two effects will contribute to  the absorption reduc- 
tion of the probe field. One is the ac-Stark shift (states 
13d ) and 12d ) are shifted by -fR2/2 from the probe res- 
onance, respectively) and the other is the interference be- 

tween the two transition paths of ( 1  ) - (2d  ) and 
1 1 )  - 13d ). Since these two quantum-mechanical paths 
couple to  the same final level 12 ) by the coherent pump- 
ing field, Fano-type destructive interference [8] occurs 
and leads to zero absorption. Following Refs. [ l ]  and [2], 
the equations for the time-varying amplitudes of ground 
level I I ) ( C ,  ) and of upper dressed levels )2d ) ( Cld ) and 
13d ) ( C3d ) can be expressed as 

The quantities in these equations and the relations be- 
tween bare states ( ( 2 )  and. ) 3 ))  and dressed states ( (2d ) 
and (3d ) ) are given by 

5p112 
F'=2 - 

812 MHz . 13d> .::..' ............. 

794,8nm 1 //, , 

Ql 

13> F=2 
6 8 3 7 ~ ~ 2 :  

: 11, I I > F = l T  - 
~SIIZ 

(a) (b) 

FIG. 1. Relevant energy diagram of the D 1 line of the Rb8' 
atom. (a) Bare-state picture; (b) dressed-state picture. The 
pumping laser is represented by the solid line and probe laser is 
represented by the dashed line. 
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Measurement of Dispersive Properties of Electromagnetically Induced 
Transparency in Rubidium Atoms 
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(Received 7 March 1994; revised manuscript received 1 June 1994) 

The dispersive properties of the atomic transition in the rubidium D2 line (5S1/2-5P3/2) at 780.0 nm 
are measured with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer when an additional coupling field at 775.8 nm 
is applied to an upper transition (5P31z-5D51z). This ladder-type system is observed to exhibit 
electromagnetically induced transparency together with a rapidly varying refractive index. A reduction 
in group velocity for the probe beam (v ,  = ~113.2) is inferred from the measured dispersion curve with 
52.5% suppressed absorption on resonance. 

PACS numbers: 42.50.Hz, 32.70.-n, 42.25.Bs, 42.65.An 

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is a 
modification of the absorption profile of an atomic tran- 
sition when the upper level is coupled coherently to a 
third level by a strong laser field. Under the right circum- 
stances, the absorption of a weak probe beam at the reso- 
nance frequency can then be substantially reduced. There 
exists by now a large amount of literature on this subject 
[I -51. A number of experiments have also been carried 
out [2]. In addition to the possible applications of the 
reduced absorption effect [3] (including lasing without in- 
version), the dispersion properties of these systems have 
also been predicted to be of interest: Harris, Field, and 
Kasapi have predicted a reduction in the group velocity of 
a pulsed probe beam [4] due to the rapidly varying refrac- FIG. 1. 
tive index near line center. Scully and Fleischhauer have 
considered the possibility of using the enhanced index of 
refraction without absorption in a novel atomic magne- 
tometer [6]. 

W e  report here the direct measurement of the dispersive 
properties of an EIT medium [a gas of rubidium (Rb) 
atoms, with the three interacting levels arranged in a 
cascade configuration, see Fig. I]. In addition to the large 
and rapidly changing index of refraction predicted by the 
theory, our experiment shows that, because of the two- 
photon nature of the effect, it is possible to observe it 
in a Doppler-broadened medium with much lower laser 
powers than have been used previously, by making use of 
a Doppler-free configuration. In particular, we are able 
to use a cw laser diode for the coupling beam and to let 
the coupling Rabi frequency (i.e., the dynamic Stark shift 
of the upper level) be much smaller than the full Doppler 
width of the probe transition. 

Relevant energy levels of neutral rubidium atom. 

In Fig. 1, the weak beam E,  at frequency w ,  probes 
the transition 11) - 12), while the levels 12) and 13) 
are coupled by the strong beam E, at frequency w,.  
Under these conditions the reduced absorption has been 
explained as a combination of the ac-Stark splitting and 
quantum interference in the decay of the dressed states 
created by the coupling field [2,7]. In the bare-state 
picture, on the other hand, the EIT and the rapidly varying 
index of refraction can be thought of as being due to the 
coherence between the levels I I) and (3) which is induced 
by the probe and coupIing fields [8]. When the atomic 
velocity distribution cannot be neglected, as is the case in 
our experiment, a straightforward semiclassical analysis 
[9] shows that the contribution of the atoms with velocity 
v to the complex susceptibility of the probe transition is 
given by 

where the detunings A ,  (detuning of the probe laser 1 coupling laser from the transition 12) - 13)) are defined 
from the transition (1) - 12)) and A 2  (detuning of the as the nominal detunings for an atom at rest, and the 
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Theory and experiment 
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We develop a theory of electromagnetically induced transparency in a three-level, ladder-type 
Doppler-broadened medium, paying special attention to the case where the coupling and probe beams 
are counterpropagating and have similar frequencies, so as to reduce the total Doppler width of the 
two-photon process. The theory is easily generalized to deal with the A configuration, where the ideal 
arrangement involves two copropagating beams. We discuss different possible regimes, depending on the 
relative importance of the various broadening mechanisms, and identify ways to optimize the 
absorption-reduction effect. The theory is compared to the results of a recent experiment (on a ladder- 
type system), using the Rb 0 2  line, with generally very good agreement. The maximum absorption 
reduction observed (64.4%) appears to be mostly limited by the relatively large (-5 MHz) linewidth of 
the diode lasers used in our experiment. 

PACS number(s): 42.50.Hz, 32.80.Wr, 42.65.K~ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is the 
effect behind some recent proposals for lasing without in- 
version [I]. A possible level scheme for EIT is shown in 
Fig. I (a). Under normal circumstances, with most of the 
population in the lower level 11 ), the probe beam on res- 
onance with the 1 1 ) + ( 2  ) transition would be strongly 
absorbed. When a strong "coupling beam" resonant with 
the 12 ) + 1 3 ) transition is added, however, absorption of 
the probe beam can be greatly reduced (although most of 
the population is still in the ground state). This possibili- 
ty of controlling the transparency of a medium by using 
another beam of light may have useful applications in 
electro-optical devices and nonlinear optics, in addition 
to the lasing without inversion applications mentioned 
earlier [2]. Also, systems similar to  the one in Fig. I(a) 
have been predicted to exhibit unusual dispersive proper- 

ties which might also lead to useful new devices [3]. 
We present here the theory of a recent experiment [4] 

we carried out on the system of Fig. ](a) (a gas of rubidi- 
um atoms). We believe this experiment to be the first one 
to observe EIT in an  inhomogeneously broadened medi- 
um, with cw lasers continuously tunable over a broad 
range of frequencies 151. This makes a detailed, quantita- 
tive comparison to a relatively simple theory possible and 
this is one of the main purposes of this article. As re- 
gards the theoretical treatment itself, its main new 
feature is the explicit inclusion of inhomogeneous 
broadening, which is treated exactly (to lowest order in 
the weak probe field) so  that the influence of the various 
broadening mechanisms may be assessed in a variety of 
different regimes and in particular in the "almost 
Doppler-free" configuration of our experiment. Our for- 
mulas for the ladder system can easily be extended to the 
A configuration and we also indicate how to do  it here. 

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. I1 we 
present the theoretical results and in Sec. 111 a discussion 
of the experiments and detailed comparison to the 
theoretical predictions. Section IV contains some brief 
concluding remarks. Section I1 is further divided into 
several subsections, dealing with the derivation of the 
general, analytical results, their generalization to the A 
level scheme, numerical and analytical study of various 
limits of interest, and a brief summary of the main points. 

11. THEORY 

A. General results for the ladder system 

5s,,, 1 1 > Consider the three-level system in Fig. l(a). Let 021 be 
the frequency of the 1 1 ) - ( 2  ) transition, op the frequen- 

(a) (b) 
cy of the probe laser, and A,=op -a,, its detuning, and 
similarly let oj2 be the frequency of the 12 ) - 13 ) transi- 

FIG. 1. (a) Relevant energy levels of neutral rubidium atom. tion, o, the frequency of the "coupling" laser, and 
(b) Dressed-state picture. bZ=oc --q2 its detuning. Using standard semiclassical 
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Electromagnetically induced transparency in a three-level A-type system in rubidium atoms 

Yong-qing Li and Min Xiao 
Department of Physics, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701 

(Received 5 July 1994) 

An electromagnetically induced transparency is observed at one arm of a three-level A-type system in a 
rubidium D l  line (794.8 nm) with an 85% reduction in absorption, when a pumping fieId is present at the other 
arm. This reduction in absorption for the weak probe field is due to the atomic coherence produced by the 
strong pumping field. This experiment is done in a Rb vapor cell at room temperature with cw diode lasers for 
both pumping and probe beams in a Doppler-free configuration. A simple theoretical treatment including 
Doppler broadening is in good qualitative agreement with the experimental measurement. 

PACS number(s): 42.50.Rh, 32.90.+a, 42.65.-k 

Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) in multi- 
level atomic systems has attracted great attention in recent 
years due to its possible applications in nonlinear optics 
[l-31. The EIT effect is also the mechanism behind the re- 
cently demonstrated gain without population inversion in 
multilevel atomic systems [4]. Although many theoretical pa- 
pers have been published in recent years, only a few experi- 
mental demonstrations of the EIT effect in simple atomic 
systems have been reported [I-31. Among them, the only 
experiment done in a A-type system was by Harris and co- 
workers [I]. In their experiment, a heated Sr atomic vapor 
was used and all the relevant levels were excited states. Due 
to the requirement for very high pumping power to overcome 
the collisional and Doppler broadenings, a pulsed laser was 
used as the pumping beam. The existence of gain is predicted 
when both coherent and incoherent pumping fields are 
present [5]. Population trapping states [6] have been ob- 
served in an atomic beam experiment [7] and an atomic va- 
por experiment [8]. Quantum-statistical properties were cal- 
culated with 50% squeezing predicted in the output beam of 
an inversionless laser built in such a system [9]. Matched 
photon statistics and correlation effects have also been pre- 
dicted [lo]. However, due to the complication of the optical 
pumping and nonlinear Faraday effects in real atomic sys- 
tems, to our knowledge, experimental demonstration of the 
EIT effect has not been reported in an ideal closed A-type 
system until now. 

In this work, we have chosen a closed three-level 
A-type system in 8 7 ~ b  atoms to show the EIT effect. The 
D l  line of the 8 7 ~ b  is shown in Fig. 1. The hyperfine level 
F' = 2 of 5PlI2 serves as excited state 12). The hyperfine 
levels F= 1 and F= 2 of the ground state 5SlI2 serve as two 
ground states ( 1 )  and 13) of the A-type system, respectively. 
Another hyperfine level F' = 1 of the excited states 5P!? is 
812 MHz away (outside the Doppler width of the transition 
line) and can be neglected. The atoms are pumped between 
the 5SlI2,F=2 and 5 P l n , F 1  = 2  states by a pumping laser 
with Rabi frequency R 2  (solid lines) and probed between the 
5Sln ,F 1 and 5 Pln , F '  = 2 states by a weak probe laser 
with Rabl frequency R 1  (dotted lines). The EIT effect means 
that, when the pumping laser is present, the weak probe laser 
is affected by reduced absorption at the resonant frequency, 
although almost all the atoms are optically pumped to popu- 
late the 5Sl12,F= 1 state. This pump-probe experiment in a 

three-level system is different from the previous experiments 
in a two-level system [ll],  where a strong laser resonantly 
dresses a two-level system via the ac Stark effect, a weak 
probe laser probes the sideband transitions, and then 
Mollow-sideband gain is found. 

Although there are many degenerate magnetic sublevels 
in each of these hyperfine leveIs, they can be considered 
simply as an effective three-level A-type system for the EIT 
effect. This can be understood as follows: the strong pump- 
ing laser pumps all the populations from state 13) to the 
sublevels of state I I ) ,  and the probe laser is weak enough so 
that its effect on atomic populations can be neglected. As- 
suming that the pumping and probe lasers are orthogonally 
linearly polarized, it is easily shown that each probed transi- 
tion (T transition on the right-hand side of Fig. 1) from a 
sublevel of state 11) to state 12) is coupled to a u+- or a 
u--pump transition from a sublevel of state 13) to state 
12) with an effective Rabi frequency. Due to the fact that the 
atomic population of state 13) is small and can be neglected, 
the coherence between the magnetic sublevels of state 13) is 
unimportant for the transparency of the probed transitions. 
Due to the weakness of the probe laser, the probed transitions 
can be thought of as being independent. Thus this system 
really can be considered as an ideal closed three-level A-type 
system for the purpose of EIT. Similarly, F'= 1 of the 
5PIl2 excited state can serve as the upper level )2),  which is 
also a closed A-type system. 

For a closed three-Ievel A-type system, the equations of 
motion for the sIowly varying off-diagonal matrix elements 

FIG. 1. ReIevant energy diagram of the D l  line in the " ~ b  
atom. Solid line, pump transition; dotted line, probe transition. The 
right-hand part is the diagram with magnetic sublevels. 
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Intensity characteristics of inversionless lasers from induced atomic coherence 
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3~epartment of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan 48202 

(Received 1 November 1993) 

We analyze a laser system consisting of N closed three-level atoms confined in a single-mode cavity 
and derive the conditions for the onset of lasing without inversion or with inversion. We calculate the 
steady-state gain and lasing in the system and show that far above the lasing threshold, depending on the 
pumping and decay rates, the inversionless laser may operate in three different regimes, where the inten- 
sity of the laser depends linearly on N, is proportional to dN, or independent of N. 

PACS numberk): 42.55.-f, 42.50.Hz, 32.80.B~ 

I. INTRODUCFION 

The optical gain and lasing without the requirement of 
population inversion has been the subject of much in- 
terest recently. Light amplification without inversion can 
be induced by optical coherence among the coupled 
states driven by laser fields, or by the difference between 
the absorption and emission paths manifested by quan- 
tum interference. Many models have been and 
the conditions for the onset of lasing action have been ex- 
amined [l-71. The concept of lasing without inversion 
(LWI) may be useful in the generation of coherent radia- 
tions in the wavelength regime where lasing with popula- 
tion inversion is difficult to achieve by conventional 
pumping mechanisms. It has been shown that the optical 
coherence and quantum interference associated with the 
light amplification may lead to novel statistical properties 
in inversionless lasers. such as reduced laser linewidth 
and amplitude squeezing [8 - 1 11. Recently, light 
amplification without population inversion in the tran- 
sient regime has been observed experimentally by several 
groups [12- 151. In general, the mechanism of LWI de- 
pends on the specific model [7], and particularly, the con- 
text of noninversion depends on the specific state basis. 
In atomic systems driven by external coherent fields, one 
can find model systems where there is no population in- 
version in the bare atomic states, but there is population 
inversion in the dressed states (for example, a strongly 
driven two-level system [16]). Nevertheless, a few model 
systems have been shown to exhibit lasing without inver- 
sion in any state basis [17,18]. 

Here we present an analysis of a laser model (see Fig. 1) 
that consists of an ensemble of N closed three-level atoms 
incoherently pumped to the upper state / 3 ) ,  and a 
coherent field drives the transition between states ( 1 ) and 
12 ). Lasing occurs from state ( 3  ) to state 12). Similar 
three-level systems have been treated by Fleischhauer 
et al. [19], where the enhanced refractive index without 
absorption via atomic coherences was analyzed. Here the 
steady-state gain and lasing will be analyzed. We show 
that depending on the pumping and decay parameters, 
this three-level system may exhibit lasing with inversion 

or LWI (light amplification by coherence), so it serves as 
a model for both a conventional laser and an inversionless 
laser. Also, the system may demonstrate a transition 
from lasing with inversion to LWI [l l] ,  indicating that 
such a transition is common in a coherent driven laser 
system. Well above the threshold, the intensity of this in- 
versionless laser may show different functional depen- 
dence on the total atomic number N, which is correlated 
to the specific population distributions. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 11, we will 
derive the system Hamiltonian and the semiclassical laser 
equations of motion. In Sec. 111, we derive the conditions 
for the existence of gain in the system with or without 
population inversion. In Sec. IV, we discuss the steady- 
Htite lasing for the resonant excitation and present calcu- 
lations for the threshold condition, the lasing intensity, 
and population distributions above the threshold. In the 
limit of a large atomic number N, we show that the laser 
intensity dependence on N is determined by the lasing 
mechanisms. In Sec. V, we summarize our calculations 
and discuss the experimental feasibility for the model sys- 
tem. 

11. THREELEVEL LASER MODEL 

Our model consists of an ensemble of N closed three- 
level atoms confined in a single-mode cavity with photon 
loss rate 2~ at the output port. The atoms have ground 
state ( 1 ), and excited states ( 2 )  and 13 ) as illustrated in 
Fig. 1. The excited state ( 3 )  is populated from the 
ground state 11 ) by incoherent pumping with a rate A. 
The transition 1 1 ) -1 2 ) of frequency 02, is driven by a 
laser of frequency o, with Rabi frequency 2a .  g is the 
single atom-cavity coupling coefficient on the lasing tran- 
sition / 3 ) - 12 ) . y ij (i, j = 1 - 3 ) is the spontaneous decay 
rate from state t i )  to state Ij ). We treat classically the 
external coherent field which drives the transition 
11 )-(2), but keep the cavity field quantized. For the 
convenience of the calculation, fl and g are chosen to be 
real. In the dipole approximation, the system Hamiltoni- 
an can be written as 
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COMMENTS 

Comments are short papers which criticize or correct papers of other authors previously published in the Physical Review. Each 
Comment should state clearly to which paper it refers and must be accompanied by a brief abstract. The samepublication schedule as 
for regular articles is followed, and pageproofs are sent to authors. 

Comment on "Lasing without inversion in a V system due to trapping of modified atomic states" 

Yifu Zhu 
Schlumberger-Doll Research, Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877 

Min Xiao 
Department of Physics, Uniuersiv of Arkansas, Fayetteuille, Arkansas 72701 

(Received 23 November 1992) 

We point out a mistake in a recent paper [Tan, Lu, and Harrison, Phys. Rev. A 46, R3613 (199211 and 
show that, contrary to the authors' claim, lasing without inversion is impossible in a closed V system 
driven by a single coherent field only. 

PACS number(s): 42.50.Hz, 42.55.-f 

Recently one of us proposed a closed three-level V sys- 
tem that exhibits lasing-without inversion in any state 
basis [I]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the V system requires 
both incoherent pumping and coherent pumping in order 
to have the optical gain on the transition 13 ) -+ 11 ). Such 
a pumping scheme is similar to that in a three-level A sys- 
tem proposed by Imamoglu, Field, and Harris [2], and a 
three-level cascade system proposed by Prasad and 
Agarwal [3]. Very recently, Tan, Lu, and Harrison ana- 
lyzed the three-level V system driven by a single coherent 
field [4]. They derived the results which indicate that las- 
ing without inversion occurs in their V system. As 
shown in Fig. 2, their model is the same as in Fig. 1, ex- 
cept that no incoherent pumping is present. We wish to 
point out that with only a single driving field, it is impos- 
sible for the V system to exhibit lasing without popula- 
tion inversion. We show that there is a mistake in their 

FIG. 1. The three-level V system for lasing without popula- 
tion inversion proposed in Ref. [I]. 2y ,, ( i ,  j = 1-31 is the spon- 
taneous decay rate from state 1 i ) to state I j ). w, (ol ) is the fre- 
quency of a weak probe field (a strong driving field). A is the in- 
coherent pump rate. 

evolution equations for the atomic populations, which 
inevitably leads to unphysical results. 

Intuitively, with only a single coherent field driving the 
transition 11 )c*(2) as shown in their model (see Fig. 21, 
it is a two-level system (the transition frequency 0 3 1  is far 
different from a,,, so the coherent field does not couple 
state 13 ) to either state ( 2 )  or state ( 1 )). The electron 
cannot make the transition to state 13 ); consequently no 
photon will emit from state 13) and light amplification 
around the frequency of the transition 13 )-I 1 ) will nev- 
er occur. 

To put the above argument in a rigorous mathematical 
form, we start from the semiclassical Hamiltonian for the 
V system in Fig. 2 without the incoherent pumping [I]: 

FIG. 2. The three-level V system for lasing without popula- 
tion inversion proposed by Tan, Lu, and Hamson [4]. No in- 
coherent pumping is applied. We show that it is impossible to 
achieve lasing without population inversion in this system. 
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Observation of localized domaln reversal of iron-doped potasslum niobate 
(Fe: KNb03) single crystal 
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(Received 7 January 1994; accepted for publication 24 June 1994) 

Localized reversal of patterns formed by ferroelectric domains onthe naturally grown surface in an 
iron-doped potassium niobate (Fe: KNb03) single crystal has been observed. Surface-profile 
measurement, scanning electronic microscopy, and the metalomicros.copy methods were used to 
verify the observation. The mechanism of forming this domain structure is' discussed. 

Potassium niobate (KNb03) crystal is a kind of oxygen 
octahedral ferroelectric crystal which has perovskite struc- 
ture. When cooling down, it transforms from cubic to tetrag- 
onal, orthorhombic, and rhombohedra1 phases at tempera- 
tures of 435, 225, and -10 "C, respectively.' Recent 
experiments showed that iron doping in potassium niobate 
could greatly enhance the photorefractive effect in the 
near-IR spectral 

It is well known that domain structures are very common 
in ferroelectric crystals, such as KNb03, due to the local 
variation of electric field when cooling down from the melt- 
ing temperature in the growth process. Mishra and Ingle 
showed that impurities play a significant role in domain for- 
mation in KNb03 single crystals.' The impurities in the crys- 
tal nucleate microdomains around them through the mecha- 
nism of domain-wall nucleation. The mechanism is operative 
both at the Curie transition and when switching under exter- 
nally applied dc electric fields.6 

Iron-doped potassium niobate (Fe:KNb03) single crystal 
was first grown by Fluckiger and Arend in 1978 using the 
Czochraski m e t h ~ d . ~  Because of the doping of ~ e ~ '  ions in 
the crystal, nucleations occur under the influence of the dop- 
ing ions and, therefore, the domain walls in the iron-doped 
potassium niobate crystal in most cases are easier to move 
and to grow than in the undoped potassium niobate crystals. 
Since the nucleation process also depends on strains and de- 
fects, the domain pattern does not always correspond to the 
absolute minimum of the free energy and is only metastable. 
It is also possible that domains have stabilization effects. 
Therefore, it is difficult to eliminate completely these do- 
mains during the growing process. On the other hand, how- 
ever, the complicated domain structures are very unique 
characteristic properties that belong to ferroelectric crystals 
such as Fe:KNb03 and other similar crystals which have 
excellent photorefractive and other properties. Study of do- 
main structures is very important not only for eliminating 
them, but also for the implication of possible future applica- 
tions. 

In this communication, we report observation of the lo- 
calized reversal of a kind of comb pattern formed by lens- 
shaped ferroelectric domains in an iron-doped potassium nio- 
bate crystal. We will first describe the preparation of the 
sample used in this experiment along with the procedure for 
our study of this new structure. Possible causes for generat- 
ing this pattern are discussed next. 

The crystal used for this study was grown by using the 

modified top-seeded flux method from a K20 rich solution of 
K20+Nb205. A table summarizing the KN crystal growth 
experiments can be found in Ref. 8. I?e3' ions were doped 
into the raw material by the form of Fe203. The as-grown 
crystal turned out to have very complicated domain struc- 
tures inside and on the surfaces of the crystal. A ~ e ~ '  con- 
centration of about 50 ppm in this sample is determined by 
using atomic absorption spectroscopy: The measurements 
and studies were done on the shoulder of the crystal. The 
shoulder surface, where the pictures were taken, remains un- 
cut and unpolished. 

We first used a metalomicroscope to look at the shoulder 
area of the sample. Figure l(a) was taken with 50X ampli- 
fication. Those parallel lens-shaped domain structures are 
aligned to form several slash-line shaped patterns which are 
parallel to each other. The angle between these patterns and 
the growth edge is approximately 58". Figure l(b) is a pic- 
ture taken using the metalomicroscope with lOOX amplifica- 
tion. One can see that the domain structures are clearly di- 
vided into several regions. The dark field and bright field 
images change signs in certain regions. In other words, im- 
ages in these different areas are supplementary. 

In order to study the relative flatness of these domain 
structures, SPM (surface profile measurement) plots were 
taken on the same area of the sample. Figure 2 shows a 
typical SPM plot which confirms the observation made by 
using the metalomicroscopy method. Although, only stage/ 
step patterns above the background are shown in this plot, 
other plots (which are not presented here) do show patterns 
below the background. Due to the existence of growth pat- 
terns and traces on the shoulder of the as-grown crystal, the 
background is not flat across the measurement range. From 
the profile plot, we find: after the etching treatment, (a) the 
domain pattern is about 2 pm above or below the back- 
ground; (b) the width of domain is about 10-20 pn; (c) the 
length is about 100-200 pm; and (d) the distance between 
every slash-line pattern is about 1000 pm. 

To get a better understanding and to confirm out results, 
we also took some SEM (scanning electronic microscope) 
pictures on the same surface of the sample. Figure 3(a) was 
taken with 200X magnification, which clearly shows the do- 
main patterns with very sharp and uniform altitude variation- 
like steps. Figure 3(b) was taken with 950X amplification in 
which the domain reversal found in metalomicroscope pic- 
tures and SPM plots is clearly shown. The original and re- 
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Extra intracavity squeezing of a degenerate optical parametric oscillator coupling 
with N two-level atoms 
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(Received 26 July 1993) 

Although an ideal degenerate optical parametric oscillator (DOPO) can generate perfect squeezing at 
the output of a one-sided optical cavity when operating just below threshold, its intracavity squeezing is 
limited to less than one-half (50%) of its perfect value. However, when two-level atoms are introduced 
into the DOPO cavity, the amount of intracavity squeezing can be enhanced, from its maximum value of 
50%, to a maximum value of 75% in the good-cavity limit due to the strong interaction between the 
two-level atoms and the subhannonic field mode. This extra intracavity squeezing is significant in study- 
ing spectroscopy of atoms interacting with a squeezed field mode inside an optical cavity. 

PACS numbeds): 42.65.Pc, 42.50.Lc, 42.65.K~ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the first paper published by Gardiner in 1985 
about the effects of squeezed vacuum states on a two-level 
atom [I], several schemes had been proposed to study 
atomic spectroscopy with squeezed states of light [2-41. 
Although applications of squeezed states of light have 
been demonstrated in increasing signal-to-noise ratio of 
phase and amplitude measurement beyond the shot-noise 
limit [S-71, the true experimental demonstration of 
atomic spectroscopy, as originally proposed by Gardiner, 
has not been achieved. The difficulties in real experi- 
ments are seen in several aspects. One difficulty is the 
effective coupling between squeezed fields and the atomic 
dipole moments of the two-level atoms. Another 
difficulty is due to the fragile nature of the squeezed 
states of light for any losses in propagation and the 
amount of squeezing available at the source. 

All the proposed schemes of studying atomic spectros- 
copy with squeezed states of light can basically be divided 
into two categories, namely, "passive" and "active" sys- 
tems. Since a squeezed vacuum in the 47r solid angle sur- 
rounding an atom, as proposed by Gardiner [I], is not 
practical in a real experiment, the most realistic "pas- 
sive" scheme will be to "feed" atoms inside an optical 
cavity with squeezed vacuum field or squeezed coherent 
field from a squeezed light source externally [2]. The op- 
tical cavity provides cavity modes which can match the 
atomic-dipole-radiation pattern and enhance the coupling 
between the squeezed fields and the atomic dipole. By 
careful designing, the solid angle sustained by the cavity 
modes as seen by the atoms can be a large portion of the 
4n solid angle, which provides a good approximation for 
the originally proposed arrangement. The difficulty with 
this proposal is to "feed" the limited amount of squeezing 
into the optical cavity containing the atoms. Due to the 
finite linewidth of the optical cavity, the original assump- 
tion of "white" squeezed vacuum (broadband spectrum) 
has to be compromised and the reduction of the amount 
of squeezing will also be an important factor. We pro- 
pose the use of the other approach (the "active" system) 

by putting the two-level atoms directly inside the 
"squeezing generator," e.g., the degenerate optical para- 
metric oscillator (DOPO) cavity [4]. By doing so, the 
coupling between the squeezed field modes and the atoms 
can be enhanced and the losses in propagation will be el- 
iminated. When the two-level atoms are strongly coupled 
to the subharmonic field mode inside the DOPO, one 
cannot talk about the individual system anymore. In- 
stead, we have a composite system whose dynamic evolu- 
tion is determined by its normal modes. In the weak- 
coupling limit, the existence of atoms will not greatly al- 
ter the DOPO fields and one can consider this system as 
two-level atoms driven by squeezed field [8] or two-lkvel 
atoms inside partially squeezed vacuum fields. However, 
one concern about this approach was the fact that, al- 
though the output squeezing of a subthreshold DOPO 
can be perfect, the amount of intracavity squeezing is 
limited to 50% [9]. When two-level atoms interact with a 
50% squeezed field, the effects, such as decay-rate split- 
ting and linewidth narrowing, will be greatly reduced. In 
such a case, this scheme may not be better than the one 
which "feeds" squeezed fields from an external squeezed 
light source. 

In this paper, we show that, under strong-interaction 
limit, the existence of the two-level atoms inside the 
DOPO can actually increase the amount of intracavity 
squeezing from its maximum value of 50% to a max- 
imum value of 75%. This increase of intracavity squeez- 
ing is significant in enhancing effects of squeezed fields on 
the two-level atoms. Also, since the best intracavity 
squeezing occurs in the good-cavity limit, some interest- 
ing new effects will be observed in the atomic fluores- 
cence. This composite system itself is an interesting one 
to study, because it combines the two simplest, but most 
distinguished nonlinear systems in the field of quantum 
optics. The relation between intracavity squeezing and 
output squeezing in this system will be discussed. We 
will also discuss the broadening of the intracavity field 
spectrum due to atoms, which will be a better realization 
of the "white" spectrum of squeezed vacuum fields. 

The paper is arranged in the following way. In Sec. 11, 
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Amplitude squeezing and a transition from lasing 
with inversion to lasing without inversion in a four-level laser 
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Min Xiao 
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(Received 19 March 1993) 

The steady-state lasing and the photon statistics have been analyzed for a closed four-level-laser sys- 
tem pumped only by a single coherent field. The system exhibits a transition from light amplification by 
population inversion to light amplification by coherence. Under suitable operating conditions, the 
laser-intensity fluctuations may be reduced more than 50% below the shot-noise limit. 

PACS nurnberk): 42.55.-f, 42.50.H~ 32.80.B~ 

Considerable attention has been directly recently to the 
study of lasing without the need of population inversion. 
Quite a few models have been proposed, and the condi- 
tions for the onset of lasing action have been examined 
[l-91. The optical coherence and quantum interference 
associated with the light amplification may lead to in- 
teresting statistical properties in inversionless lasers. 
Agarwal showed that lasers without inversion may have a 
narrower linewidth than that of conventional lasers [lo]. 
Gheri and Walls [ l l ]  found that amplitude squeezed 
lasers can be generated in an inversionless, three-level A 
system proposed by Imamoglu, Field, and Harris [8]. 
Amplitude squeezing has also been found in a similar A- 
type Raman laser by Ritsch, Marte, and Zoller [12]. It is 
recognized that the gain mechanism and the context of 
noninversion depend on the specific model [7], as do the 
statistical properties of inversionless lasers [I I]. 

Here we analyze a laser model that consists of an en- 
semble of N closed four-level atoms driven by a single 
coherent field [9] (see Fig. 1). Unlike conventional lasers, 
where population inversion is maintained and kept at the 
threshold value for arbitrary laser output, the four-level 
laser analyzed here can start lasing from population in- 
version and evolves from the population inversion into 
noninversion with the increasing atomic pumping. In 
other words, the system makes transition from light 
amplification by stimulated emission due to population 
inversion into light amplification by coherence. On the 
other hand, the system can be also made to start lasing 
without population inversion in any state basis. In both 
cases, initial inversion and noninversion, which are con- 
trolled by the ratio of spontaneous decay rates, Y ~ ~ / Y ~ ~ ,  
the laser well above threshold is always maintained by 
lasing without inversion (light amplification by coher- 
ence) and the laser intensity fluctuations may drbp below 
the shot-noise limit. 

Sub-Poissonian photon statistics have been measured 
in diode lasers with noise-suppressed pump current [13]. 
Recently it has been shown [14-161 that sub-Poissonian 
light can also be generated by dynamic suppression of 

pump noise. The basic principle is that the recycling of 
many similar incoherent steps leads to highly regular 
pumping and results in sub-Poissonian photon statistics. 
For the laser without inversion in the three-level A sys- 
tem, both external incoherent pumping and coherent 
pumping are required. The suppression of intensity fluc- 
tuations for the lasing field is achieved at the expense of 
the enhanced intensity fluctuations in the external driving 
field. Overall, the maximum amplitude squeezing of 50% 
is predicted [l  11. For the multilevel Raman laser in Ref. 
[12], the upper lasing state is coherently populated by the 
driving laser and the maximum squeezing up to 80% 
below the shot-noise limit has been calculated. For the 
four-level system analyzed here, the upper lasing state is 
populated by the incoherent spontaneous decay and the 
amplitude squeezing of about 70% below the shot-noise 
limit may be achieved. In these model systems, two fac- 
tors contribute to the noise reduction: first, the disappear- 
ance of the population inversion leads to the depleted 
atomic population in the upper lasing state, which 
reduces the spontaneous-emission noises; second, the fast 
coherent cycling of electrons driven by the coherent 
pump field and the lasing field leads to the highly regulat- 
ed absorption and emission processes. 

Our model consists of an ensemble of N closed four- 

FIG. 1. Four-level model for lasing without or with popula- 
tion inversion. 12) -+ 11 ) is the lasing transition. 
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We show that a closed four-level system can exhibit lasing without population inversion in any state 
basis. The same system can be also made to exhibit lasing without population inversion in the bare-state 
basis but with population inversion in the dressed-state basis. We derive the conditions of lasing without 
inversion and examine the dependence of the gain on various system parameters. The lasing threshold 
and the steady-state photon numbers are calculated. Comparison with a V-type, three-level model is 
presented. 

PACS numberk): 42.50.Hz, 42.55.-f, 32.80.B~ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Lasing without the requirement of population inver- 
sion is a subject of current interest. Lasers based on in- 
versionless systems may have interesting statistical prop- 
erties, such as reduced spontaneous-emission noise [I]. 
In addition, the concept of lasing without population in- 
version may be useful in the generation of coherent radia- 
tion in the spectral ranges where lasing with population 
inversion is impractical with conventional pumping 
schemes. Mollow showed that a driven two-level system 
exhibits gain without population inversion [2]. His pre- 
diction was later confirmed experimentally by Wu et a l .  
[3]. Recently lasers with an ensemble of driven two-level 
atoms as the active medium have been demonstrated 
[4,5]. For practical applications, driven two-level systems 
are not very useful sources of coherent radiation because 
their lasing frequencies are too close to that of the strong 
driving field. An inversionless laser becomes useful if it 
can generate coherent light at frequencies that are quite 
different from that of the coherent driving source. 

Many schemes for lasing without population inversion 
have been proposed and the dependence of the optical 
gain on various system parameters has been examined 
[6-131. Among the proposed schemes, some are based 
on the interference effects which result in different emis- 
sion and absorption profiles in the atomic system; others 
depend on the utilization of external coherent fields that 
generate atomic coherence leading to optical gain in the 
absence of population inversion. In many of these 
schemes, although there is no population inversion in one 
state basis (often the bare atomic states), there is a popu- 
lation inversion in the other state basis. An example can 
be found in the experimentally demonstrated two-level- 
atom lasers [4,5] where lasing occurs without inversion in 
the bare states, but the nonresonant excitation leads to a 
population inversion among the dressed states. So the 
question of noninversion or inversion depends on the 
selected state basis. True noninversion should be in- 

dependent of state bases. For a laser-driven atomic sys- 
tem, there are two meaningful state bases: the bare-state 
basis, which is the eigenstate basis of the isolated atomic 
system, and the dressed-state basis, which is the eigen- 
state basis of the coupled atom-plus-field system. It is 
desirable to find the model systems exhibiting lasing 
without population inversion in any of these state bases. 
It is known that a resonantly driven two-level system ex- 
hibits lasing without inversion in any state basis [2]. 
Imamoglu, Field, and Harris proposed a model consisting 
of a coherently pumped A-type, three-level system [14]. 
They showed that under certain conditions the system ex- 
hibits gain for a weak probe laser without the need of 
population inversion in any atomic state basis. Subse- 
quently, Agarwal presented a dressed-state analysis and 
concluded that the optical gain in their system can be at- 
tributed to the coherence between the dressed states gen- 
erated by the strong driving field [15]. Recently, we pro- 
posed a closed V-type, three-level model [16]. The V-type 
system is pumped incoherently on the lasing transition, 
while the other transition is coherently driven by a 
strong, external field. This system can be made to exhibit 
lasing without population inversion in both the bare 
states and the dressed states, or lasing without population 
inversion in bare states but with population inversion in 
the dressed states. In many aspects, the gain in a driven 
V-type system is similar to that in a driven two-level sys- 
tem. For example, both systems exhibit gain without 
population inversion in any atomic state basis under the 
on-resonance excitation of an external coherent field. For 
the off-resonance excitation, both systems exhibit gain 
without population inversion in the bare atomic state 
basis but with population inversion in the dressed-state 
basis. However, important differences exist in the optical 
gain for these two systems. For a resonantly driven two- 
level system, the gain occurs at the two Rabi sidebands 
and presents a dispersive line profile; while for a reso- 
nantly drive V-type, three-level system, the gain line 
profile is absorptive and maximized at the frequency of 
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We study transmitted optical spectra from a realistic system which consists of a degenerate optical 
parametric oscillator (DOPO) and N two-level atoms. Optical bistability appears when parameters are 
suitable. Below the modified threshold of the DOPO (lower turning point of the bistable curve), the 
coherent intensity is always zero at the lower branch, which allows us to describe this system with a set 
of linear differential equations. By transforming the field and atomic variables into corresponding quad- 
rature~, we find that, for the resonance case, one atomic quadrature will only couple to one field quadra- 
ture. By separating these two quadratures, we are able to study the effects due to squeezed and 
unsqueezed quadratures on the atoms. The optical and atomic spectra of this system are obtained, 
analytically, for arbitrary coupling strength and cavity linewidth. 

PACS number(s1: 42.65.Ky, 42.65.Pc, 42.50.L~ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Subnatural atomic linewidth has been predicted in 
several systems [I-41. For different systems, the atomic 
linewidth narrowing comes from different mechanisms. 
When a single two-level atom is placed in a squeezed vac- 
uum, the atomic polarization decay rate will be split into 
two distinguishable rates, with one going to zero and oth- 
er to infinity as the degree of squeezing increases [I]. 
This original prediction by Gardiner has created a great 
deal of interest in this subject and numerous theoretical 
papers were published since then [2]. Rice and Carmi- 
chael have shown that a subnatural linewidth also occurs 
in ordinary resonance fluorescence, in the absence of the 
squeezed vacuum [4]. In this case, squeezed light does 
not irradiate the atom. Squeezed light is produced in the 
interaction between the driven atom and the modes of the 
usual vacuum. When one or many two-level atoms are 
placed in an optical cavity and driven by an external field 
(atomic optical bistability or AOB), the atomic linewidth 
narrowing can come from two different sources, as dis- 
cussed by Carmichael et al. [3]. When the cavity field 
and the atoms are strongly coupled, the composite system 
will decay with an averaged decay rate of the cavity and 
the atoms. If the cavity field decays much more slowly 
than the atoms, the transmitted or fluorescence spectra 
will be dominated by the atomic decay, which will ap- 
proach one-half of the natural atomic decay rate. Other 
than this dynamic averaging effect, squeezing produced 
in this interaction will also contribute to a maximum of 
36% linewidth narrowing to the optical spectra. The 
atomic linewidth narrowing in this system was experi- 
mentally observed in the transmitted optical spectrum 
r c i  
L ' l  

In this paper, we consider a different system, which 
consists of a degenerate optical parametric oscillator 
(DOPO) and N two-level atoms [6]. Since DOPO is a 
"perfect squeezer " [7], we study how this squeezed cavi- 
ty mode affects the atomic spectra and how the atoms 
affect the squeezed spectra for different coupling 

strengths and arbitrary cavity linewidths. At a weak in- 
teraction limit, atoms will not change the squeezed cavity 
field much when the external pumping power is just 
below the modified DOPO threshold value. The situation 
is similar to atoms inside a partially squeezed vacuum or 
atoms driven by a squeezed field. In the strong-coupling 
limit, the field and the atoms will affect each other and we 
have to consider this system as a composite one. In such 
a case, the dynamic averaging effect will play an impor- 
tant role. The essential difference between this system 
and the one studied by Carmichael er al. (atoms inside an 
optical cavity driven by an external field) [3] is the 
phase-sensitive gain feature near and above the DOPO 
threshold. It is this phase-sensitive gain that produces 
the optimal squeezing near the DOPO threshold. In 
some respects, this system resembles the model of a laser 
with a saturable absorber, but with a phase-sensitive gain. 

Agarwal and Gupta studied a similar system. They 
considered the cavity field as a reservoir and atoms as an 
effective harmonic oscillator [a]. Using a Wigner func- 
tion, they calculated the optical spectra from such a sys- 
tem. Several assumptions and shortcomings were present 
in that paper. First, due to the initial assumption of the 
atoms being a harmonic oscillator, their method cannot 
be used to analyze the steady-state dynamic behavior of 
the field modes; for example, they cannot predict the bi- 
stability of the output intensity versus the pumping inten- 
sity. Second, they did not consider the modification of 
the DOPO threshold due to the atomic absorption. 
Third, they only considered the resonance case with no 
atomic detuning. Fourth, in their calculation, they al- 
ways took the adiabatic limit in which the atomic 
linewidth is zero. Finally, in that calculation, the effects 
of squeezed and unsqueezed quadratures on the atoms 
were not clear. 

We start with a general Hamiltonian to derive a set of 
nonlinear differential equations [6]. Steady-state solu- 
tions of this system exhibit bistability in the output inten- 
sity versus pumping intensity. We calculate the new 
threshold of the DOPO modified by the atomic absorp- 
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Photon antibunching in intracavity second-harmonic generation and intracavity atomic absorption in- 
side a high-Q optical cavity is discussed. A linearized description of quantum dynamics in the weak-field 
limit is used because the system size, as characterized by the number of photons no needed to probe the 
nonlinearity of the system, is often quite large for realistic parameters. In both cases standard results are 
recalled that demonstrate that antibunching is a small effect given by g'''(0)- 1 = - 1 /no for large 
values of no. We show that when higher-order terms that are usually ignored in linearized treatments 
are retained, gt2'(0) satisfies the lower bound g'2'(0) 2 0 even for small values of no. It is further shown 
that by employing a high-Q cavity to suppress the coherent part of the spectrum of field fluctuations, 
perfect antibunching can be achieved even for large systems. Conditions under which this is possible are 
derived and curves are presented to illustrate the behavior. 

PACS numberk): 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Ar 

Many nonlinear dissipative systems in optical physics 
involving, for example, the atom-field interaction or the 
parametric interaction between different modes of a cavi- 
ty exhibit nonclassical features [l-61. These features are 
conveniently described in terms of the statistical proper- 
ties of the electromagnetic field. Unfortunately, most of 
these systems are such that many photons are needed to 
explore the nonlinearity of the system so that system dy- 
namics are such that a very small quantum noise evolves 
around a classical steady state. The smallness of quan- 
tum noise makes a linearized treatment of the quantum 
dynamics of the system possible, with quantum effects in- 
herently small compared to the size of the classical steady 
state. Examples of case in point are photon antibunching 
effects predicted in second-harmonic generation [1,3] and 
multi atom optical bistability 14-61. In both cases the 
antibunching effect is inversely proportional to  the size of 
the system as characterized by some parameter no. For 
multiatom bistability in the good-cavity limit this param- 
eter is the saturation photon number, and for intracavity 
second-harmonic generation it is the threshold photon 
number. In  principle, a t  least, it is possible to  enhance 
the relative size of quantum effects by reducing the sys- 
tem size. In optical bistability, for example, the system- 
size parameter no (the saturation photon number) was of 
the order of lo3 for the work of Ref. [7]. The corre- 
sponding antibunching effect is then predicted to  be con- 
siderably less than 1%. By searching for appropriate 
atomic species (Cs, for example) and working with short 
( -  1 mm in length) optical cavities of small mode 
volume, the saturation photon number can be reduced 
down to below unity. By further utilizing a high-finesse 
(92 lo4) cavity and employing an atomic cooperativity 
parameter C-20, the antibunching effect can be in- 

creased [6] to  about 20% as has been observed in recent 
experiments [17]. The corresponding problem of reduc- 
ing the system size in second-harmonic generation is 
more formidable [3]. For  most experimental situations 
the threshold photon number is of the order of 1 0 ~ - 1 0 - ~ .  
The corresponding antibunching effect is of the order of 
10-~-10-~ .  By using high-finesse optical cavities and 
crystals with a large nonlinear coefficient, the threshold 
photon number can perhaps be lowered to 10.'- lo4. The 
resulting antibunching effect (of order 1 0 - ~ - 1 0 - ~ )  is still 
woefully small. Thus the approach of system-size reduc- 
tion is not always feasible. Furthermore, with a reduc- 
tion in system size the simplified linearized treatment of 
quantum dynamics may be rendered invalid. From the 
experimental point of view then the general problem we 
face is this: how d o  we enhance and therefore measure a 
small quantum effect riding on a strong classical 
(coherent) background. One approach to this problem, 
based on an interference experiment, was discussed by 
Bandilla and Ritze [8]. Here we explore yet another ap- 
proach [9], which employs a passive filter cavity, external 
t o  the system producing quantum effects, t o  provide a 
variable for the classical (coherent) carrier while leaving 
the spectrum of quantum fluctuations largely intact, 
thereby enhancing otherwise small quantum effects. The 
quantum effects of interest t o  us throughout this paper 
are photon antibunching and sub-Poissonian photon 
statistics [3,5]. The fields considered in this paper also 
exhibit squeezing. In  general, however, squeezing and 
antibunching refer to  different nonclassical properties of 
the electromagnetic field. We are not concerned here 
with squeezing of the fields, although the method of this 
paper can also be applied to  a discussion of squeezing. In 
Sec. I1 we present a general approach to the problem of 
filtering by a high-Q optical cavity. Section I11 applies 
these results to antibunching and sub-Poissonian photon 
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We consider a composite system consisting of a degenerate optical parametric oscillator (DOPO) and 
a set of N homogeneously broadened two-level atoms. When the atoms are on or near resonance with 
the subharmonic-frequency field generated through the frequency down-conversion process, bistability 
appears in the intracavity field near the DOPO threshold. The bistability region will decrease as the de- 
tuning between the atomic transition frequency and the frequency of the subharmonic field increases. 
When the detuning becomes large enough, the atoms decouple from the cavity field and the system 
behaves like a normal DOPO. There are several features distinguishing this bistable behavior from the 
usual atomic optical bistability occurring with atoms in an optical cavity driven by an external field. 

PACS numbeds): 42.65.Pc, 42.65.Ky, 42.50.L~ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An optical parametric oscillator and a set of N homo- 
geneously broadened two-level atoms inside an optical 
cavity are two of the most simple systems used in study- 
ing interactions between radiation fields and nonlinear 
media. Due to their simplicity as theoretical models and 
as experimentally realizable systems, they have been stud- 
ied extensively as individual systems both theoretically 
and experimentally [l-51. First-principle theoretical cal- 
culations and experimental results in these systems can be 
compared without the use of adjustable parameters to 
provide testing for the fundamental theories and predic- 
tions [2-41. 

Although these two systems are simple, each of them 
has some very interesting properties in the steady state as 
well as in correlations due to quantum fluctuations. 
When atoms are put into an optical cavity which is exter- 
nally driven by a pumping field with a frequency near the 
atomic transition frequency, optical bistability occurs at 
steady state. This atomic optical bistability (AOB) has 
been a very active research area both theoretically and 
experimentally in the last decade [3-51. Agreement be- 
tween experimental results and theoretical predictions is 
excellent in determining properties of the steady-state 
bistable behavior of this system [3]. Effects due to quan- 
tum fluctuations which include squeezed-state generation 
and photon antibunching have also been studied [4]. 
When a nonlinear crystal is placed inside an optical cavi- 
ty and externally pumped with a field of frequency m2, 
with suitable phase-matching conditions a subharmonic 
field of frequency w ,  (w,=2m,) will be produced. For 
pumping power below a threshold value, the subharmon- 
ic field is a fluorescence field with zero mean power. 
When pumping power reaches the threshold value, the 
gain will overcome the losses (cavity loss and crystal ab- 
sorption) and a strong field will be created [I]. This sys- 
tem has been used as an ideal squeezed-state generator 
below threshold. A large degree of squeezing has been 
experimentally observed in this degenerate optical para- 
metric oscillator (DOPO) system [2]. The experimental 

data agree very well with the first-principle calculations 
of this simple system. 

When these two systems are put together to form a 
composite system, some properties of the individual sys- 
tem survive. Also new features appear due to the cou- 
pling of the atoms with the pumping field through the in- 
tracavity subharmonic field produced in the nonlinear 
crystal. The coupling strength of the atoms to the field 
depends on the detuning between the frequency of the 
subharmonic mode of the DOPO and the atomic transi- 
tion frequency. When the detuning is zero, we have the 
resonance interaction which is the strongest. When this 
detuning increases, the effective coupling strength de- 
creases. In the limit of very large detuning, the system 
behaves like a normal DOPO. However, when the detun- 
ing is small, bistable behavior appears in the steady-state 
solutions of this composite system. This bistability is 
different in several aspects from the normal AOB system. 
Since the pumping field is at a frequency of twice the in- 
tracavity fundamental mode, the lower branch of the bist- 
able curve is always at zero mean field (one steady-state 
solution is always zero for the intracavity field). The 
DOPO threshold value of the pumping field is increased 
due to the loss through the atoms. Before reaching this 
new threshold, atoms absorb the fluctuation field collec- 
tively until they reach saturation. At that point, atoms 
will not absorb any more photons and the gain will 
exceed the losses in the optical cavity. This is the condi- 
tion for DOPO to oscillate with a finite-mean intracavity 
field. As soon as this field appears in the cavity, due to 
the stimulated emission, atoms will give up all the energy 
that was collectively absorbed and the intracavity field 
will jump to a much higher value (up branch of the bist- 
able curve). So, the lower turning point of the new bista- 
bility is just at the threshold of the DOPO. When com- 
ing down from the up branch, the intracavity field will 
not drop to zero at the DOPO threshold because the en- 
ergy stored in atoms will be given to the intracavity field. 
For far up branch, the atoms are saturated and the 
steady-state behavior is again being governed by DOPO. 
Atoms are important only near the bistable region. It 
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